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this report,
we highlight our global approach
to corporate responsibility. Our
commitment, like our brands,
extends beyond our headquarters in
Louisville, Kentucky. To showcase
the importance of responsibility
across our markets, we have included
a travelogue-style Global Guide to
Alcohol Responsibility that covers
nine countries on four continents.
Brown-Forman’s Global Spirit
doesn’t end with alcohol responsibility.
Throughout the report you can
find information on our efforts in
environmental sustainability,
employee relations, and community
involvement around the world.

A Message
from Our CEO

Welcome to Brown-Forman’s 2013-2014 Corporate Responsibility Report. Here, and on our website, we share our
progress in the areas of alcohol responsibility, environmental sustainability, employee relations, and community
involvement. We’ve borrowed the company’s initials when we describe our ambition for endurance: Building Forever.
We articulate this ambition by saying we want to enrich the experience of life by responsibly building beverage alcohol
brands, in our own way, that will thrive and endure for generations. We also use this same branding device when
we talk about “Building Friendships,” which includes engaging a broad and comprehensive set of increasingly
global stakeholders.
The past two years have been busy and fruitful as we took more deliberate steps to expand our responsibility
efforts globally. Brown-Forman’s roots are in the Bluegrass State of Kentucky. As we’ve expanded our business
around the world, our responsibility work has expanded accordingly. To highlight our global expansion, this report
takes a travelogue approach, introducing responsibility issues and activities in our key markets around the world.
In October 2012, we participated in a significant development that combines both our global focus and our emphasis
on partnerships. The 13 members of the Global Alcohol Producers’ Group, Brown-Forman included, committed to
groundbreaking, targeted actions to help reduce the harmful use of alcohol over the next five years. This collaborative
agenda represents a positive step forward at a time when our industry faces increased scrutiny over the role we can
and should play. I am proud to have chaired the CEO group that developed these commitments, and am confident
our collective action can deliver meaningful results. We also recognize industry action alone will not be sufficient
to “solve” the problems of harmful drinking. Accordingly, we will seek to accelerate the pace of positive change and
engage industry peers and other potential influencers not yet at the table.
This year we report for the first time against the Environmental Sustainability Roadmap goals and targets established
in our last report. Despite a three-year increase in overall production driven by increased demand, we have seen
improvements in energy efficiency and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per unit of product. While pleased with this
progress, we need to progress faster in our wastewater reduction efforts to meet our targets.
Since our last report, we have held two significant stakeholder dialogues: our first environment-focused dialogue
with members of the Ceres Network, and our second alcohol responsibility-focused dialogue, which addressed
responsible retailing in particular. Moreover, we published a Global Human Rights Statement and accompanying
Supplier Guidelines and issued the first grants from DendriFund, the new environmental sustainability foundation
created by Brown-Forman and the Brown family. We also continue to expand our community involvement and employee
volunteer efforts around the world – from Louisville, Kentucky, to Amatitán, Mexico, to Battambang, Cambodia.
Growing our business carries with it both opportunities and responsibilities, and we must embrace both if we are
to fulfill our goals to “Build Forever” and “Build Friendships” with both consumers and key partners around the world.
As we strive toward this future, we welcome your thoughts and comments on this report and on the shared approach
that we believe will help us get there.
Sincerely,

Paul C. Varga
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
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Who we are &
what we do
Brown-Forman is a producer and marketer of fine quality
beverage alcohol brands. Our company was founded in
1870 by George Garvin Brown in Louisville, Kentucky, U.S.
His original brand, Old Forester Kentucky Straight Bourbon
Whisky, was America’s first bottled bourbon and remains
one of Brown-Forman’s finest brands. In 1920, the Prohibition
Amendment was adopted, forcing the closure of many distillers.
Owsley Brown applied for and received one of only ten licenses
granted by the U.S. Government to bottle whisky for medicinal
purposes. As a result, Brown-Forman is the only whisky distiller
to have existed before, during, and after prohibition.
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Purpose: We enrich the experience of life by responsibly building
beverage alcohol brands that thrive and endure for generations
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Today, Brown-Forman employs more than 4,000 people worldwide,
with about 1,000 located at our headquarters in Louisville. We are
one of the largest American-owned wine and spirits companies and
have been among the top ten largest U.S. spirits companies since
the 1950s.
At Brown-Forman, we enrich the experience of life, in our own
way, by responsibly building beverage alcohol brands that thrive
and endure for generations.
Our vision is to build forever. Our strategy, called B-F 150,
directs our efforts toward 2020, the year of our 150th anniversary.
By expertly combining five behaviors (Be Curious, Be Courageous, Be Collaborative, Be Creative, Be a Champion) and five
values (Integrity, Respect, Trust, Teamwork, Excellence) with our
vision and purpose, we seek to create an enduring and growing
Brown-Forman with top-tier growth, returns, and total shareholder
return.
Brown-Forman shares of common stock are traded on the
New York Stock Exchange, with the descendents of George Garvin
Brown retaining a controlling interest in the company to this day.

This family leadership is essential to Brown-Forman because it
underpins our goals of endurance and independence. It perpetuates
our values and provides a long-term perspective, both of which
balance our decision-making in a way that delivers growth,
independence, and long-term value creation for all stockholders.
We, therefore, actively cultivate our relationship with the
Brown family through engagement, education, and communication.
Brown-Forman/Brown Family Shareholders Committee
In 2007, Brown-Forman’s Chairman of the Board, Garvin Brown IV,
and CEO, Paul Varga, formed the Brown-Forman/Brown Family
Shareholders Committee (Family Committee), which they continue
to co-chair. The Family Committee provides a forum for open,
constructive, and frequent dialogue between the company and
the controlling family stockholders. Designed for broad family
participation, and including several non-family company executives, the committee has formed subcommittees to engage Brown
family members in topics such as family governance, philanthropy,
shareholder education, and employment.
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GLOBAL EXPANSION
Brown-Forman is an increasingly global company, with our brands
now sold in more than 150 countries around the world. The United
States accounted for 41% of total revenue in fiscal year 2013 and
remains our primary market. However, we have also seen tremendous
sales growth outside the U.S. Australia and the United Kingdom
continued to grow net sales in the mid-single-digits, while France
grew by 14%, roughly in-line with its five- and ten-year growth rates.
Turkey’s net sales jumped 38% as route-to-market changes implemented two years ago have dramatically improved distribution, as
well as accelerated the success of brand-building efforts among
consumers in a rapidly growing distilled spirits market. Russia
enjoyed similarly strong year-over-year growth, increasing net sales
by 36%. Southeast Asia’s net sales grew 16% and emerging Africa
surpassed the 100,000-case mark with net sales growth of 12%.*

Top five employee locations 2013

Australia
germany
mexico
poland
united states
total revenue

United states

41%
of total revenue

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Brown-Forman has more than 25 brands in its portfolio

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

*

Canadian Mist® Blended Canadian Whisky
Canadian Mist® Black Diamond Blended Canadian Whisky
Chambord® Liqueur
Chambord® Flavored Vodka
Collingwood® Blended Canadian Whisky
Early Times® Kentucky Whisky
Early Times® 354 Bourbon Whisky

Unless otherwise noted, data are for our fiscal year 2013, which ended April 30, 2013.
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··
··
··
··
··
··
··

el Jimador® Tequilas
el Jimador® New Mix Ready-to-Drinks
Finlandia® Ready-to-Drinks
Finlandia® Vodkas
Gentlemen Jack® Rare Tennessee Whiskey
Herradura® Tequilas
Jack Daniel’s® Tennessee Whiskey

Net sales growth FY2013

France

turkey

russia

net sales growth

net sales growth

net sales growth

14% 38% 36%

Southeast Asia

Africa

net sales growth

net sales growth

16% 12%

africa surpassed 100,000 cases

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Jack Daniel’s® Single Barrel Tennessee Whiskey
Jack Daniel’s® Country Cocktails
Jack Daniel’s® Ready-to-Drinks
Jack Daniel’s® Tennessee Honey
Korbel® California Champagnes
Maximus Vodka®
Old Forester® Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisky

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Pepe Lopez® Tequilas
Sonoma-Cutrer® Wines
Southern Comfort®
Southern Comfort® Ready-to-Drinks
Southern Comfort® Special Reserve
Tuaca® Liqueur
Woodford Reserve® Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
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Corporate
responsibility
at Brown-Forman
Achieving Brown-Forman’s business purpose is only possible
within a context of corporate responsibility. For us, this means
promoting responsible consumer enjoyment of our brands,
reducing alcohol abuse and misuse, protecting the environment,
providing a healthy, safe, and inclusive workplace, and
contributing to the global communities where we operate.

RESPONSIBILITY IN ACTION
Our corporate strategy, “Building Forever,” is guiding
us to our 150th anniversary in 2020, and corporate
responsibility is at the heart of this strategy. As we
seek to “Build Friendships,” corporate responsibility
helps us deepen relationships with employees, consumers, business partners, and long-term shareholders;
strengthen our brand-building, sales, and production
processes; and reduce threats and risks to our business
associated with irresponsible practices.
Corporate responsibility at Brown-Forman centers
on alcohol responsibility, and we focus on promoting
a culture of responsible drinking everywhere we
operate. Alcohol responsibility strategies and initiatives
are developed and overseen by our executive level
Global Responsibility & Rights Committee, which is
led by the Senior Vice President/Director of Corporate
Affairs. In 2012, to further global action on our alcohol
responsibility commitments, we launched regional
Responsibility Committees for Latin America, Europe,
and Australia. These aim to develop unique, culturally appropriate country- and market-level programs
directed at local employees and consumers.
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We seek to deliver on our responsibility commitments through thought leadership (see, for example,
www.ourthinkingaboutdrinking.com), employee
awareness and involvement, industry coalition building,
and stakeholder engagement and partnership.
ALCOHOL RESPONSIBILITY
As a beverage alcohol company, promoting the
responsible use of our products and reducing abuse
and misuse are key areas of corporate responsibility
focus and vital to our positive contribution to society.
We actively encourage moderate consumption and
support organizations that help broaden our understanding of effective solutions to alcohol-related
problems, and seek to increase our impact and reach
in this arena. In addition to our own corporate
initiatives, in October 2012 we joined 12 other global
alcohol producers in a collective industry effort to
reduce harmful alcohol use. See the Responsible
Drinking section on page 24 for more information.

COLLABORATION
Our industry faces complex challenges that cannot be solved without
collaboration. Recognizing this, in 2012 we stepped up efforts to
work with stakeholders, including:
•• Hosting a stakeholder dialogue to better understand responsible retailing and how suppliers, wholesalers, and retailers
might partner on more effective responsibility programs.
In the U.S., we are engaged in such partnerships with the
Charmer Sunbelt Group, Total Wine & More, Responsible
Retailing Forum, and Responsible Hospitality Institute,
among others (see page 32).
•• A new partnership with other spirit, wine, and beer producers
to reduce the harmful use of alcohol globally over the next
five years. Brown-Forman and our industry peers will
address five key areas – underage drinking, industry marketing codes, responsible product innovation and consumer
information, drunk driving, and working with retailers.

•• Joining Ceres, a global network of investors, companies,
and public interest groups that promote sustainable business
practices and policies. See box below.
BUILDING A BUSINESS CASE
While we have already built a business case for our strong corporate
responsibility focus, in 2013-2014 we plan to evaluate these
business benefits more systematically so that we can better understand the drivers and invest in the most strategic responsibility
initiatives. We will use the results in an effort to more effectively
communicate our priorities with employees and other stakeholders,
including investors, customers, NGOs, legislators, and public
health groups.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Engaging with Ceres
Our Sustainability Roadmap has identified key goals and actions
to improve environmental sustainability at Brown-Forman. Nonetheless, we know the benefits of external feedback and guidance
regarding our activities, risks, and opportunities in this area. In
May 2011, we became the first beverage alcohol company to join
the Ceres Company Network. Joining the organization has enabled
us to tap into a diverse group of environmental sustainability
experts and companies working together to address challenges
such as global climate change and water use.
In early 2012, we held a two-day Ceres Stakeholder Dialogue at
our Louisville headquarters, attended by senior Brown-Forman
executives from across the business and noted environmental
sustainability stakeholders. We shared and sought feedback on
Brown-Forman’s Sustainability Roadmap, as well as our related
goals, objectives, and company action plan. Key areas for
improvement we heard from our Ceres stakeholders included:
• Governance: Formalize and provide more transparency on
board oversight of sustainability issues.
• Materiality: Establish and disclose a more formal process
for determining material sustainability issues.
• Integration: Better integrate environmental and social
considerations into our overall business strategies.
• Transparency and disclosure: Increase transparency and disclosure on sustainability decisions, opportunities, and challenges.

• Goals and targets: Consider more ambitious goal-setting,
including absolute reduction targets.
• Supply chain strategy: Create and implement codes, policies,
incentives, and disclosure requirements for our suppliers, and
take advantage of opportunities to collaborate.
• Raw materials: Consider where and how we source raw materials
through a more defined sustainability lens.
• Human rights: Create a formal public position on human rights.
• Public policy: Consider taking a leadership position with regard
to climate and energy policy, and ensure our sustainability
strategy and public policy positions align.
• Brands as messengers: Use our brands to communicate
sustainability messages to consumers and change perceptions
of what defines luxury.
We have already begun to respond to some of this feedback.
For example, we have published our first Human Rights policy
(see page 23) and are in the process of developing a supplier
environmental sustainability policy. In one example of cause
marketing, Finlandia has partnered with the Surfrider Foundation
to help protect the world’s oceans. We also participate in The
Oyster Recovery Partnership in the Chesapeake Bay area of
Maryland, using our brands to promote our sustainability message
(see page 43).
A more challenging area for us to make progress in is setting
absolute greenhouse gas reduction targets. Our current roadmap
employs normalized efficiency targets, but over time we want to
find ways to shrink our total footprint while continuing to grow
our business.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Global Guide
to Alcohol
Responsibility
with Brown-Forman

Brown-Forman's business is continuing to grow globally, and our corporate
responsibility efforts are following suit. Within this Global Guide to Alcohol
Responsibility, we highlight some key market facts, including legal purchase
and drinking age and Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) limits, as well as some
of the partnerships and initiatives that are helping to promote the responsible
consumption of our products in nine of our key markets.

Australia
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Canada

France

Germany

mexico

poland

russia

U.S.A.

U.K.
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Australia
Language

English

population

Brown-Forman Employees

168
popular brands

23 M

drinking & Purchase age

18

BAC * limit (G/100ML)

0.05

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL snapshot

Alcohol consumption per person in Australia has fallen steadily since the mid-1960s, from 13.1
liters of pure alcohol to 10.0 liters in 2012. Long-term national and state government educational
policies as well as regulations such as random blood alcohol level testing of vehicle drivers have
helped drive this trend.
Although beer and wine are the country’s most popular alcoholic drinks, the traditional spirits
market has grown steadily, in line with population growth, while ready-to-drink (RTD) spirits have
soared in popularity. RTD sales have grown to double the total spirits market in Australia over the
past 15 years in terms of pure alcohol. As more than 75% of the total RTD market is conveniencebased spirit and cola mixes, Brown-Forman considers this to be a significant, legitimate, and
mature alcohol market.
Brown-Forman Australia believes that RTDs should be sold in the most responsible manner
possible. In our case, this means a diligent focus on how beverages are packaged, formulated
(strength and mixer type), advertised, and marketed. We provide no offerings where the individual
serving is stronger than two standard drinks, and we are careful not to package RTD beverages in
ways that could overtly attract people under 18 years old.
Taxing Alcohol

Australia has a complex excise taxation system whose rates are reviewed (and usually raised)
twice a year in line with the Consumer Price Index. As a result, alcoholic beverages are not taxed
as part of a stated responsible consumption policy but rather to satisfy tax-collection needs and
desires. Under the current system, there is a substantial difference in the cost to consumers of
various alcoholic beverages when measured in the amount of pure alcohol consumed; for example,
per single standard drink.
Recent taxation reviews have recommended a new alcohol volumetric taxation system more
in line with encouraging healthier alcohol consumption patterns. Brown-Forman supports such
an overhaul.

“Brown-Forman Australia is a values-driven
organization, and we take our responsibility
to uphold our values seriously. This is evident
throughout our organization, industry, and
community. Our commitment underlies our
approach to corporate responsibility, diversity
and inclusion, and of course, to our people
and business.”
— Marshall Farrer,
Managing Director, Australia, New Zealand

*

BAC: Blood Alcohol Content or Concentration
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4/5
4.2

liters

3.7

liters

2.0

liters

Australians of legal drinking age
consume alcohol every year

Per capita consumption of beer
in pure alcohol

Per capita consumption of wine
in pure alcohol

Spirits use per capita of pure alcohol
with 60% consumed at full strength
and 40% in pre-mixed drinks

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

DrinkWise Australia
We are strong supporters of this non-profit’s efforts to promote
a national culture of responsibility, including their Kids Absorb
Your Drinking and Kids and Alcohol Don’t Mix campaigns to help
reduce underage drinking. All of our products feature DrinkWise
responsibility messages on label advisories.

Distilled Spirits Industry Council of Australia
(DSICA)
Our DSICA membership has helped Brown-Forman support and
promote the International Center for Alcohol Policies’ Global
Actions on Harmful Drinking campaign in Australia. Through
DSICA, we also advance industry initiatives, such as DrinkWise,
as well as lobby for the fair treatment of spirits in federal and
local government regulations.

Australia’s Alcohol Beverages Advertising Code
(ABAC)
ABAC governs alcohol advertising. Guidelines are established by
a Management Committee, which includes representatives from
industry, advertising, and government. Brown-Forman Australia
fully supports ABAC, whose costs are borne by the drinks industry.

Sources: Australia New Zealand Police Advisory Agency, ABS 4307.0.55.001, 2012; ABS, 2012 Australian Health Survey,
4364.0.55.001; 2012 Apparent Consumption of Alcohol, 4307.0.55.001
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Canada
Language

English/French

Brown-Forman Employees

41

**

popular brands

population

35 M

drinking & Purchase age

18/19*

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.08

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL snapshot

Despite Canada being a famous producer of its own style of blended whisky, popularly called
Canadian Whisky, beer has the major share of the alcohol market. Wine and spirits are,
however, poised for significant growth between 2012 and 2016 — a study by wine and spirits
events group Vinexpo estimates that wine consumption will increase more than 14% and spirits
consumption will grow 3.7% during that period. Much of this growth in the spirits market,
which accounted for $5.1 billion in 2011, can be attributed to a rise in the popularity of
imported spirits. In 2012, the consumption of imported spirits grew 4% over 2011, according
to Vinexpo. In particular, Canadians have a taste for vodka — it was the most popular spirit
in 2011 followed by rum and whisky (including the country’s own distinct blend). Canadians
drink on average 9.8 liters of pure alcohol per year, according to the World Health Organization
(WHO). This is slightly higher than the WHO's regional average of 8.7 liters per year.
Collaborating With Government

Brown-Forman has taken a proactive position in speaking with government officials across Canada
about alcohol responsibility. Our Canada team and Corporate Responsibility department have
met with seven of the ten provincial liquor boards to discuss approaches, share best practices,
and learn about liquor board concerns surrounding alcohol responsibility. We hope our efforts
will help to amplify the important work being done by the control boards to change attitudes and
behaviors toward more responsible drinking.

“Embracing a stronger corporate responsibility position
will benefit Canada’s communities as well as our business.
We want to be the ‘go to’ partner of choice for those
looking to implement effective responsibility programs.”
— Brad Fletcher,
Country Manager, Canada

Partnerships >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Canadian Association of Liquor Jurisdictions (CALJ)

Drinks Canada

An association that meets twice a year to discuss industry
business and issues. Corporate responsibility is a key topic at
all meetings. Brown-Forman alcohol responsibility initiatives and
campaigns with individual liquor control boards include Drive
Straight and Responsible Hosting in British Columbia, Best Bar
None in Alberta, Report Impaired Drivers in Saskatchewan, and
Promoting Low Risk Drinking Guidelines in Quebec.

An association of Canadian distillers that lobbies and works
with government on a number of issues, including corporate
responsibility.

Varies by province and on- vs. off- premise. See icap.org for information.
In addition, 36 employees work for B-F Canada Powered by The Hive, B-F Canada’s
exclusive nationwide distributor and sales and marketing arm.
*

**
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Vancouver Whitecaps and PointZero8
Brown-Forman Canada has partnered with the Vancouver
Whitecaps Soccer team in British Columbia on a consumer
responsibility program and with PointZero8 in Saskatchewan
on a designated-driver program. In some jurisdictions, we
are exploring joint efforts with law enforcement agencies.

France
Language

French

population

65 M

drinking & Purchase age

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

18

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.05

Brown-Forman employees

Wine is at the very heart of French cultural identity, but, wine consumption is at an all-time low
and has been trending down for decades. In 1980, 51% of adults in France were consuming wine
on a near-daily basis. Today, that figure is at 17%, according to the government
agricultural agency France AgriMer.
While a few generations ago wine was a staple at the table, with a watered-down version even
offered to children, tap and mineral water are now preferred with meals. According to AgriMer,
per capita wine consumption declined by more than 50%, to 46.6 liters per year, between 1975
and 2010. The younger generation is leading this trend away from wine, turning to
alternatives such as beer and mixed drinks. France is now one of the largest whisky markets
in the world by volume.

33
popular brands

Alongside France’s rich wine heritage are some regulatory initiatives unique to the country. The
most well known is the Loi Evin (1991), which restricts not only when and where alcohol producers
may advertise, but also how. There is no “lifestyle advertising” for alcohol in France; communication is limited to origin, composition, and means of production and patterns of consumption.
All alcohol communications must also include a mandated government health warning that “L’abus
d’alcool est dangereux pour la santé” (Alcohol abuse is dangerous for health). Since 2007, all
alcohol sold in France must carry a warning not to drink during pregnancy, via either a logo or the
statement “Zéro alcool pendant la grossesse” (Zero alcohol during pregnancy).

“We’re delighted to be launching our own distribution
company in France in 2014. It will strengthen our
identity and provide greater opportunity for BrownForman to take responsible drinking initiatives to
market in France.”
— Michael Gayraud,
Country General Manager, France

PARTNERSHIPS>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Enterprise & Prevention (E&P)
Through our involvement with the industry association Enterprise
& Prevention (E&P), Brown-Forman supports programs to prevent
drunk driving and underage drinking, and to raise awareness of the
potential issues surrounding alcohol and pregnancy such as Fetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), and alcohol in the workplace.
One of E&P’s most significant and innovative efforts is a multi-year

pilot program named Espace that developed and supports a life
skills curriculum in the schools of the Limousin region. The test
is being conducted in conjunction with the National Education
Ministry. If proven successful — and early year indications are
positive — the program could be expanded nationwide.
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Germany
Language

German

population

Brown-Forman Employees

120
popular brands

82 M

drinking & Purchase age

18*

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.05

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

Enjoying alcohol is an essential part of long-standing social and cultural traditions in Germany.
Between having vast wine-growing regions and wine festivals in the south and west, state ownership
of some breweries, and taxation rules that allow beer to be taxed as food stuff, it is evident alcohol
is strongly entwined with public and private life in Germany. The World Health Organization notes
that Germans consume 12.8 liters of pure alcohol per capita per year, compared with the 14-liter
global average. Beer consumption accounts for more than half of Germany’s total, with spirits
consumption third behind wine, at 20 percent.
While abstinence from alcohol consumption is widely accepted, many Germans mark occasions
by consuming alcohol in moderation with family and friends. According to the Federal Association
of the German Spirits Industry and Spirits Importers (BSI), about 85 percent of the population
consumes alcoholic beverages responsibly. Responsible alcohol consumption is defined as
consumption by those of legal drinking age of up to 12g (female) or 24g (male) of pure alcohol per
day at no more than four to five days per week.
Jack Daniel’s pre-mix long-drinks, or ready-to-drinks, are now a convenient component to special
occasions. These drinks are not considered “alcopops,” which are light alcoholic drinks in context
with beer, a market segment Brown-Forman Germany has chosen to avoid. With our premium
pre-mix long-drinks line, Brown-Forman is spearheading the establishment of a convenient
long-drinks market in Germany.

PARTNERSHIPS>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The German Association of the Spirits Industry and Spirits Importers (BSI)
Brown-Forman’s primary alcohol responsibility partnership in
Germany is with BSI. Through BSI’s Alcohol and Responsibility
Task Force, we work with the spirits industry to inform and educate
the German public about responsible drinking and to reduce
alcohol abuse. For example, the members of BSI have created
a website dedicated to informing consumers about responsible
alcohol consumption (www.massvoll-geniessen.de). The Task
Force’s campaigns target a number of audiences, including:
• Children: Schulungsinitiative Jugendschutz (Youth Protection
Education Initiative), www.schu-ju.de
• Drivers: Don’t Drink and Drive, www.dont-drink-and-drive.de

*

18 for spirits, 16 for wine, sparkling wine, and beer.
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• Parents: Klartext redden! (Truth Talk with Your Kids),
www.klartext-reden.de
• Pregnant women: Verantwortung von Anfang an!
(Responsibility Right from the Start), which addresses alcohol
and pregnancy, www.verantwortung-vonanfang-an.de
• Employees: Hinsehen, Zuhören, Ansprechen
(Notice, Listen, Talk)
Brown-Forman is particularly interested in understanding the
impact of this work, and we have provided support to the
Task Force to help it measure the effectiveness of its initiatives.
The positive findings to date have encouraged BSI and the
Task Force to continue with our efforts.

“Since becoming a leader in the whiskey and pre-mix long-drinks
(ready-to-drinks) markets in Germany, our standing and presence
within the industry has been continuously increasing. With this
leadership comes a commitment to further promote responsibility
within the entire alcohol industry and to promote moderate
consumption through responsible marketing while ensuring
sustained market development.”
— Winfried Rübesam,
Country General Manager, Germany

Self-regulation

The spirits industry in Germany is committed to working together to promote responsible consumption. Working with peer
companies under BSI, Brown-Forman promotes initiatives that encourage responsible behavior with regard to alcohol
consumption. We operate in a robust self-regulatory environment concerning all commercial communications. Both
statutory requirements, as well as self-regulations set via the German Council on Advertising, ensure that all materials
that we produce about our products or on our labels are designed to promote responsible alcohol consumption.
Brown-Forman Germany adheres to Brown-Forman’s Code of Conduct, which requires that our marketing materials contain
information about the responsible consumption of our products. As part of our responsible marketing agenda, we carefully
choose the type of media that can be used for advertising, provide a set number of drinks that can be served to individuals
at events sponsored by Brown-Forman, and
limit the age of the people depicted in any
advertising materials.
We have also signed up to follow a number
of voluntary regulations related to product
names or packaging, and we have various
forms of self-regulation with regard to
advertising. We do not promote “flat rate”
or “all-you-can-drink” deals that encourage
irresponsible consumption, and we work
with retailers to train staff in the responsible
service of alcohol.
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Mexico
Language

Spanish

Brown-Forman employees

792

**

popular brands

population

115 M

drinking & Purchase age

18

BAC limit (G/100ML)

up to 0.08*

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL INDUSTRY

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that Mexicans consume an average of five
liters of pure registered alcohol per capita per year, compared to the top 10 consuming countries,
which average nearly 14 liters of alcohol per capita per year.
Tequila, made from the blue agave plant, is the most popular Mexican spirit and a global
alcohol export. First produced in the 15th Century, Mexico today boasts more than 1,200
brands. Brown-Forman owns Tequila Herradura, one of the most well-known brands, dating
back to 1870.

“Corporate responsibility is
not the most important way
to reach success — it is the
only way to get there.”
— Randy McCann,
VP, General Director, Mexico

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Brown-Forman in Mexico works to address responsible drinking issues with industry and non-profit partners through regional
and local initiatives:

The Foundation of Social Investigations (FISAC)

International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP)

Brown-Forman belongs to FISAC, an organization that promotes
positive cultural change in regards to consumption of alcoholic
beverages through education and public policy.

Mexico is one of a number of target markets for the Global
Actions on Harmful Drinking program. As a founding member
of ICAP, Brown-Forman supports research studies in Mexico
that track unregistered alcohol consumption and help to inform
preventative measures. Global Actions is also working with local
authorities, community leaders, and academic institutions to
develop and implement a drunk-driving prevention program
in the State of Puebla, which will include a capacity-building
and training component for road safety police to enhance
checkpoint procedures.

Training for Intervention Procedures (TIPS)
Brown-Forman supports prevention activities conducted
through TIPS workshops in schools, government institutions
and businesses, and at point-of-sale. Since these began in
2000, we have facilitated 1,203 workshops and 131,905
people have directly benefited.
*

Set at state level and varies from 0.04 to 0.08. Some states set no legal driving limits.
With an additional 574 outsourced employees.

**
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Poland
Language

Polish

population

38 M

drinking & Purchase age

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

18

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.02

Brown-Forman Employees

Like many Eastern European countries, Poland is traditionally a vodka-producing and
drinking nation. The first mention of the spirit was in Polish court documents from the 14th
Century, though it may have been invented in Poland 600 years earlier. In recent decades,
Poles have shifted their drinking habits — beer now accounts for 56 percent of the alcohol
market, and spirits account for 35 percent. According to the World Health Organization,
Poles consume 13.3 liters of pure alcohol on average per year, placing the country slightly
higher than the European average of 12.2 liters.

97
popular brands

Beverage alcohol advertising in Poland is restricted, or what is commonly called a “dark
market.” Brand messaging is prohibited in public spaces, but in spaces such as bars and
alcohol retail shops where communication is permitted, responsibility messaging like those
in our partnerships below is especially important to reaching consumers.

“While many of our responsibility initiatives have been in partnership with the Polish spirits industry, recently we incorporated
Responsibility and Rights (R&R) Committee objectives into
Brown-Forman Poland's Country Plan. One of our initiatives
includes an employee engagement event
that could serve as a model for other BrownForman markets. We believe there are
many opportunities of integrating R&R ideas
while communicating with our employees,
consumers, and customers.”
— Andrzej Janota,
VP, Area Director, Poland, Russia, Ukraine and CIS

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Spirits Employers Association of the Polish Spirits Industry (ZP PPS)
Our membership of ZP PPS has resulted in a number of initiatives
to promote responsible drinking and curb misuse and abuse. Our
efforts include:
• 	Partnering with NGOs, trade associations, unions, the Polish
government, and police to distribute more than 225,000 leaflets
at more than 1,100 gas stations during spring and autumn
campaigns in 2012. The campaign raised awareness of the
dangers of drunk driving. Supported by television and cinema
ads, promotions at music festival, and publicity at universities
and mass transit across the country, this campaign was part
of a larger multi-year program to raise awareness and bust
myths about drunk driving.

• Developing www.pijodpowiedzialnie.pl, a website giving people
tips on moderate alcohol consumption. The web address appears
on 80 percent of spirits labels in Poland, including all BrownForman labels.
• 	Supporting an initiative directed at mothers-to-be and medical
professionals for three months toward the end of 2012. Using
print, video, and digital media, the campaign reminded more
than 112,000 women — 29 percent of pregnant women in
Poland — about the risks of consuming alcohol while pregnant.
• Working with the Polish Ministry of Finance and police to raise
awareness of illicit alcohol through poster campaigns at pointof-sale and press ads that advise consumers to avoid drinking
alcohol from unknown sources.
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Russia
Language

Russian

population

Brown-Forman employees

23
popular brands

143 M

drinking & Purchase age

18*

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

Few alcohol drinks are as associated with a country as vodka is to Russia. This is understandable,
given the fact that Russia is by far the largest vodka market in the world. International Wine and
Spirit Research (IWSR) estimates that 220 million 9-liter cases of vodka are sold each year in
Russia, accounting for 84% of the country’s spirits market. The word vodka even comes from
the Russian word for water, “voda.” Despite this love of vodka, the Russian market for imported
spirits, for whisky in particular, is growing fast. Since 2001, sales of imported spirits have
increased 40 fold, according to the Russian Regional and Federal Alcohol Markets Studies Centre.
World Health Organization figures show that Russians drink 15.7 liters of pure alcohol per
capita each year, making it the fourth highest alcohol-consuming nation in the world. A ban on
beverage alcohol media advertising went into effect in 2012 as part of an attempt to curb the
country’s commonly reported binge drinking problem. Even against the backdrop of constrained
commercial freedoms, it doesn’t deter us from continuing to seek ways to be proactive in
promoting responsible consumption.

“In Russia, we operate with a portfolio of premium
brands while the market is ultimately skewed toward
cheaper, unregulated products. For us, responsibility
means a ‘less is more’ principle to encourage consumer
trial and appreciation of our brands’ status and quality,
not quantity. We see responsibility as a critical point of
difference, key to enriching life and a building block
for sustainable and profitable business.”
— Pavel Verbludenko,
Country Manager, Russia

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ABC Committee

ICAP and Moscow Research University Project

Brown-Forman’s main responsible drinking work in Russia is
undertaken through our membership in the ABC Committee of
Russia, which brings together leading companies in the beverage
alcohol industry and collaborates with international industry bodies such as the International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP).
The member group is currently working on a joint approach to
addressing pressing alcohol responsibility issues in Russia. In
2012, the ABC’s member companies ran an anti-drunk driving
campaign that reached over one million people through TV, web,
and on-trade/premise staff trainings.

In cooperation with four other spirits companies working in the
Russian market, Brown-Forman is supporting a research project
being run through ICAP and the Higher School for Economics at
Moscow Research University to examine the impact of fiscal policies on the alcohol market. Of particular interest is the effect of
excise taxes on the prevalence and consumption of unrecorded
alcohol. It is estimated that roughly 50% of all vodka production
in Russia is illicit, including home-produced beverages and products containing alcohol not intended for consumption, which can
have significant detrimental effects on health. The consumption
of these beverages is driven by ease of availability and significantly lower prices than those of legal commercial products. The
study represents the first major effort to examine unrecorded
alcohol consumption using a national survey and to correlate
it with various health and social outcomes. Final results of the
study are expected in late 2013.

*

18 for purchase; No legal minimum drinking age.
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United states
Language

English

population

315 M

drinking & Purchase age

21

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.08

Brown-Forman employees

Since the days of the Puritans, who reportedly loaded more beer than water onto the Mayflower
before casting off for the New World, alcohol has played a major role in American life. For a while,
alcohol even dominated political discourse, resulting in Prohibition in 1920 and its repeal in 1933,
during which time Brown-Forman survived through the use of medicinal permits.
According to the World Health Organization, Americans consume an average of 8.4 liters of alcohol
per year, placing them in the top 50 of alcohol-consuming countries globally. In addition, the WHO
estimates “unrecorded consumption,” including homemade beer and wine, at an additional liter
of alcohol per person per year. Beer is the most popular drink, accounting for 53% of alcohol
consumption, followed by spirits at 31% and wine at 16%.

2,343
popular brands

“The United States is Brown-Forman’s oldest
and largest market, and we are deeply
committed to continuing to build on our
past and present responsibility efforts.
We are especially looking to engage U.S.
distributors and retailers in responsibility
partnerships to reach more consumers.”
— Mike Keyes,
SVP, President, North America Region

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Brown-Forman’s roots in responsibility date back 75 years to when Owsley Brown I served as the first president of what is now the
Distilled Spirits Council of the United States (DISCUS), a trade association that promotes responsible alcohol use. Over the decades,
we have continued to lead in this arena, working with DISCUS and other trade associations across a range of responsibility issues,
including marketing, self-regulation, and developing industry best practices. Other key U.S. partners include:

The Century Council
The Century Council is a national non-profit organization founded
and funded by distillers that counters drunk driving and underage
drinking and promotes responsible consumer decision-making
around beverage alcohol.

The University of Louisville and
the University of Kentucky
We fund two universities in our home state in their efforts to
reduce high-risk drinking on campus and to share best practices
across the state (see page 25).

The Healing Place

The Responsible Retailing Forum

Founded in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1989, The Healing Place is
recognized today as a national model for addiction-recovery
centers. Brown-Forman provides leadership support and sponsorship and gains insights from the center’s work that inform our
responsibility efforts.

The Responsible Retailing Forum brings together stakeholders,
including regulatory and enforcement agencies, public health
agencies, retailers, distributors, and producers to identify and
implement best practices to prevent underage product sales.

TEAM Coalition
TEAM Coalition is an alliance of sports teams, entertainment
facilities, beverage alcohol companies, broadcasters, and government road safety agencies. Together, we provide and support
responsible fan behavior programs at sports stadiums.

The Ad Council
Their Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving campaign has been proven
effective in raising awareness and changing attitudes towards
drunk driving and have provided us with consumer insights and
opportunities to broaden the campaign’s reach (see page 26).
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united kingdom
Language

English

Brown-Forman employees

65
popular brands

population

60 M

drinking & Purchase age

18

BAC limit (G/100ML)

0.08

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL SNAPSHOT

Stone Age beer jugs show that Britons have been fermenting alcohol as far back as the
Neolithic period, about 12,000 years ago, and the taste for beverage alcohol remains today.
The average annual consumption is 13 liters of alcohol units per capita, according to the
World Health Organization. This makes Britain the 16th highest consumer of beverage alcohol
in the world. Alcohol abuse is a high-profile item on the public health and media agenda, due
to the perception of widespread binge drinking, especially in public spaces like town squares.
Beer has always outpaced the wine and spirits markets, but the U.K.’s Office of Budget
Responsibility (OBR) forecasts that the number of pints of beer and cider consumed in the
U.K. will fall by 1.6 billion by 2018. The OBR’s figures rest on shifting social habits, which
indicate that more people are drinking wine and doing their drinking at home. The OBR
expects wine consumption to rise from 13.9 million hectoliters (hl)
to 16 million hl by 2018.
Consumption within the U.K. spirits market increased by 6.1% between 2005 and 2009,
reaching 30 million cases, and the industry is expected to increase by another 4.6% between
2010 and 2014, according to research by CompaniesandMarkets.com. The Wine and Spirits
Trade Association notes that vodka is the most popular spirit, with a 29.6% market share.
The U.K. is the number two market in the world for both Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey
and Southern Comfort.

PARTNERSHIPS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Through Bacardi Brown-Forman Brands (BBFB), Brown-Forman’s U.K. distribution partnership with Bacardi, Brown-Forman is helping
to encourage a more responsible drinking environment in the U.K. Our partnerships include:

Best Bar None

Drinkaware Trust

We are a funding partner in Best Bar None (along with Diageo,
Heineken, and other beverage alcohol companies), a voluntary
program aimed at reducing alcohol-related harm by working
with licensees, law enforcement, industry partners, and
community groups to incentivize and reward good practice.
Nearly 90 communities across the U.K. have become involved
in the Best Bar None program.

The Drinkaware Trust maintains a well-regarded information website
www.drinkaware.co.uk (which receives 4.9 million visitors a year)
and public campaigns to discourage irresponsible consumption
and increase the age at which young people have their first drink.
In addition to financial support, Brown-Forman marketers have
participated in the development and evaluation of campaigns such
as “Why Let Good Times Go Bad?” The campaign was created in
part to combat the commonly reported binge
drinking problem in the U.K.

Responsible Server Training program sponsor
We are a sponsor of the well-regarded Responsible Server Training
program, delivered by BBFB staff to customers throughout the year.

UK Responsibility Deal
Brown-Forman is a signatory to the U.K. Responsibility Deal,
a program of the U.K. Department of Health that taps the
potential of businesses to make contributions to improving
public health. Through the Deal, BBFB is working collaboratively
with government, industry, and community organizations to
tackle alcohol-related harms.
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“As we reach critical mass in this important market,
there are exciting opportunities to promote
responsibility through direct Brown-Forman
initiatives, product innovation, and continued
involvement with pan-industry initiatives.”
— Andrew Wilby,
Managing Director, VP, Area Director, United Kingdom, Republic of Ireland, Belgium,
Netherlands, and Switzerland

1.6B
Pints of cider consumption
decrease by 2018

16M

Hectoliters of wine consumption
increase by 2018

4.6%
Spirits consumption
increase between 2010-14

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The Portman Group
We are a Board member of the
Portman Group, an alcohol responsibility organization that promotes
a strict Code of Practice to ensure
alcohol is marketed responsibly and
not in a way that might appeal to
those under the legal drinking age.
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Governance
& Ethics
Brown-Forman’s Board of Directors was comprised of five
independent directors and six non-independents for fiscal
year 2013. Along with the senior management team, the
Board believes that sound corporate governance is a key
factor in our ability to deliver long-term, sustainable growth
in shareholder value.
Marketing &
Sales

Everyone at Brown-Forman is
expected to be responsible.
Brown-forman

Oversight of specific
corporate responsibility
efforts rests with our Vice
Chairman, and member
of the Board of Directors.

Environmental
Performance
Vice Chairman

Jim Welch

Diversity &
Inclusion

Global Corporate Affairs Director

Jim O'Malley

Director of Corporate Affairs
Europe, Middle East and Africa
The Corporate Responsibility
Team helps to identify 
social and environmental
opportunities and manage
risks for our business.

Corporate
Communications

Legal

Kerry Walsh Skelly
Director Of Corporate Responsibility

Employee
Development

Rob Frederick
Collaborates with other departments
across the organization

Community
Relations

Government
Relations
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Corporate Responsibility governance
Accountability for corporate responsibility at Brown-Forman
rests with our Vice Chairman, who has oversight of the corporate
responsibility team in our Global Corporate Affairs department.
Corporate responsibility is integral to the work we all do, which
is why we take a decentralized approach and integrate related
considerations and opportunities into many other functions. The
corporate responsibility team works in close collaboration with
Environmental Performance, Diversity & Inclusion, Community
Relations, Human Resources, Corporate Communications,
Government Relations, Sales, Marketing, and Legal. In addition,
the corporate responsibility team spearheads communications,
fosters stakeholder engagement, and helps to integrate and activate
social and environmental programs into our marketing and sales.
CODE OF CONDUCT
Brown-Forman’s Code of Conduct is the foundation of our Governance
and Ethics program. It captures our company’s values and presents
eight straightforward principles:
•• Honesty
•• Transparency
•• Fairness
•• Legality
•• Ethicality
•• Accurateness
•• Confidentiality
•• Leadership
Together, these principles and values foster a company culture
of which we are proud. As we grow into new markets, upholding
our company’s integrity and values must remain top of mind for
everyone, everywhere.
In 2012, we completely revised our Code to make it easier
to use for everyone within Brown-Forman. Our aim was to more
simply communicate our expectations and promote consistent
understanding and application of the Code around the world,
which is now available in 14 languages.
Code training
Our continuing challenge is to develop, maintain, and constantly
improve a program that helps ensure compliance with the Code. To
this end, we require all salaried employees worldwide to read the
Code and certify compliance against it annually. In addition, we
provide supplemental training – both online and in person – to
employees and business partners.

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Our philosophy is simple: don’t pay bribes, keep accurate books
and records, know and obey all local laws, and ensure that our
agents and business partners do the same.
Brown-Forman investigates all reported instances of corruption
and follows them through until conclusion.
Reporting violations
Every employee is required to report known violations of our Code.
They can do this through the Legal Department, a Compliance
Officer, or anonymously through a Compliance Hotline.
Human rights
Brown-Forman has always been a company with high standards,
committed to operating according to our values, in compliance with
the law, and with respect to the unique cultures and communities
where we operate. This year, we formalized our commitment
through the publication of our Global Human Rights Statement,
which guides our decision-making and practical engagement on
human rights.
Our statement (see our website, www.brown-forman.com/
responsibility) includes details of our approach to:
•• Accountability
•• Child Labor
•• Fair Wages and Working Hours
•• Forced Labor
•• Freedom of Association
•• Health and Safety
•• Non-Discrimination and Harassment
We have published guidelines for our suppliers with respect
to Human Rights (see website). We view these as our initial
guidelines, and as we formally apply them and monitor our suppliers, we will make adjustments as appropriate in order to better
protect human rights throughout the supply chain. We will review
the application and scope of our Human Rights Statement and
Supplier Guidelines on an annual basis as part of our continuous
improvement efforts.
We run a Civil Treatment workshop for all of our U.S.-based
employees on how to create a workplace that is free from harassment
and discrimination, with an emphasis on understanding our
policies, and what their individual responsibilities are if they
know a policy has been broken.
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Alcohol
Responsibility
Alcohol responsibility, which we define as the moderate
consumption of our products in a way that does not cause
harm, is of critical importance to Brown-Forman's corporate
responsibility work.

It is, quite simply, our responsibility to be part of the
solution to alcohol-related problems – an obligation
that complements our right to make, market, and sell
beverage alcohol. We know successfully fulfilling this
responsibility can and will enhance our relationships
with consumers, business partners, stakeholders, and
society at large. For a company that seeks to endure,
we must lead by example, and do our part to promote
responsible drinking and reduce abuse and misuse
of alcohol.
In 2009, we formalized our alcohol responsibility efforts under the Our Thinking About Drinking
strategy. Our intention is to use the Brown-Forman
brand – and the power of our consumer brands – to
help reduce the well-known harm that can result from
the abuse and misuse of beverage alcohol. To make
this happen, we work with our employees, consumers,
wholesale and retail partners, policymakers, and
other stakeholders.
We go about this in the most open and engaging
way possible. For example, our online Issues Forum,
www.ourthinkingaboutdrinking.com, invites
the views of others and shares research and general
information as well as our position on critical
alcohol topics.

LEADING NEW INDUSTRY COMMITMENTS
In October 2012, we significantly expanded the reach
and ambition of our alcohol responsibility efforts.
Brown-Forman joined 12 other global beer, wine, and
spirits producers to announce collective commitments
to reduce harmful use of alcohol over the next five
years. Our Chairman and CEO Paul Varga chaired the
chief executive group that developed this groundbreaking agenda for industry action.
The new initiatives extend the work of the Global
Actions on Harmful Drinking program, a partnership
among leading alcohol beverage producers, communities and government agencies around the world.
They address five key issues of concern – reducing
underage drinking, strengthening and expanding
marketing codes of practice, providing consumer
information and responsible product innovation,
reducing drunk driving*, and enlisting the support
of retailers to reduce harmful drinking. Third-party
organizations will annually audit and report compliance. Visit www.global-actions.org for more
information.
Brown-Forman’s Global Responsibility & Rights
Committee, in conjunction with our four Regional
Responsibility & Rights Committees (North America,
Latin America, Europe, and Australia), oversee
and guide delivery of the commitments, and other
programs and initiatives, at the global and local levels.

Outside the U.S., commonly referred to as drink driving. For the purposes of this report, we use the term drunk driving.

*
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University of Kentucky Student Wellness Ambassadors participate in “Chillax,” a SEAR-sponsored, educational study break at
William T. Young library during finals week.

Taking the message
to campuses
We are especially proud of our efforts seeking to reduce
high-risk drinking by students at the two biggest universities
in our home state of Kentucky. Since 2007, we have funded
the Office of Substance Education & Responsibility (SEAR) at
the University of Kentucky, whose job it is to inform students
of the dangers of high-risk drinking and alcohol abuse. SEAR’s
efforts have expanded into local middle and high schools
since that is the age when illegal and high-risk drinking often
begins. The group’s success encouraged us, in 2011, to join
Beam Global in funding similar efforts at the University of
Louisville using a community coalition-based model.
Progress under the University of Kentucky program has
been striking. The numbers for on-campus alcohol-related
misconduct cases remain at an all-time low. In addition there

has been an increase in policy enforcement and institutional
response to off-campus conduct. The University of Kentucky
has committed to maintaining a safe campus-community
environment by increasing the size of the Office of Student
Conduct to include more hearing officers as well as administrators responsible for education and community-building for
students who live off-campus.
At the University of Louisville, the Building Resiliency in
Campus Community Coalition (BRICC) is deploying public
health research in its strategies to reduce high-risk drinking
and substance use on campus and in the community.
Seeking to build on this foundation, we helped establish a
partnership across our home state that will enable more
universities to share best practices and resources.
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Preventing UNDERAGE DRINKING
Underage drinking harms young lives and is a global public health
concern. But overcoming this pervasive challenge will not be easy.
Parents, schools, communities, public agencies, the alcohol
industry, and others all have a part to play.
Preventing underage and binge drinking among young people
has been a key focus of our responsible drinking efforts for many
years. We support the adoption and enforcement of a legal drinking
age of at least 18 years of age globally, and we do not target people
younger than the legal drinking age in our marketing, even in
countries where the minimum drinking age is lower than 18.
In 2012, we formed the Responsible Marketing Pact with
seven other major beverage alcohol manufacturers and marketers.
This commits us, among other efforts, to place advertisements
only in media where at least 70% of the audience can reasonably
be expected to be above legal drinking age.
Education and awareness building
We work with third-party expert partners to educate and build
awareness among parents, schools, youth, and retailers of the
dangers regarding underage drinking. In the United States,
these include:
•• The Century Council, which supports innovative school-based
programs such as “Ask. Listen. Learn.” and “Girl Talk” and
provides underage drinking educational resources to schools,
state and local government agencies, and community organizations. It uses inspiring role models such as former National
Basketball Association player Shaquille O’Neil and U.S.
Olympic gold medalist Aly Raisman to inspire young people
to make responsible decisions regarding alcohol.
•• The Responsible Retailing Forum, which brings together
public and private stakeholders to identify and disseminate
best practices to prevent underage sales of age-restricted
products such as alcohol.
In Europe, our partners include the Portman Group, whose
innovative Drinkaware public education campaign combats underage
and binge drinking by bringing together the alcohol industry and
the health, education, and voluntary sectors.
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REDUCING DRuNK DRIVING
Brown-Forman believes that drunk driving can and should be
prevented, avoiding the associated tragedies that all too often
involve innocent victims. Doing our part to help curb drunk driving
has long been a key focus of our responsibility efforts. In 2011 and
2012 we enlisted new partners in this effort, as detailed below.
Our main approach is to promote successful anti-drunk driving
messages and preventative solutions. These include cab services
and designated driver services which drive customers home in
their own cars, eliminating the excuse for driving drunk of having
to leave their car behind. Partners offering this service include
BeMyDD, CityScoot, and LilyBug in the United States, and Point
Zero Eight Driving Service in Canada. We market their services
alongside our brands, and make discounts available for their use.
We also get behind national agencies in spreading the message.
For example, in the U.S. we partner with the Ad Council’s Drunk
Driving Prevention Campaign, sponsored by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. Their creative approach to changing attitudes toward drunk driving centers on the public service ad
campaign Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving. To help increase its
impact, we have begun to insert this message into our social media
campaigns. For example, during St. Patrick’s Day in March 2013,
el Jimador, Casa Herradura, and Korbel each promoted “Buzzed
Driving is Drunk Driving,” collecting 430,000 Facebook “Likes”
and 13,000 Twitter followers. We will expand this effort into other
corporate and brand communications in the future.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
DRINKING RESPONSIBLY STARTS WITH EMPLOYEES
We can’t encourage others to drink responsibly if we don’t lead
by example. That’s why one of our biggest employee engagement
activities, held in January 2012, was designed to raise awareness
about important alcohol responsibility issues and highlight the
work of some of our closest partners.

Of course, educating employees on responsible drinking
requires much more than a one-time event. Other initiatives
during 2012 included:
• Integrating alcohol responsibility messaging into Live Well,
our employee wellness programs (see page 54), to encourage
people who choose to consume alcohol to do so in a responsible
manner.

For “Responsibility LIVE” we invited all employees at our Louisville
headquarters to an off-site location for two hours of discussion
and education, using videos and expert panel sessions on drunk
• Deploying our “Think and Drink Tavern” board game and online
Brown-Forman
RESPONSIBILIT Y LIVE event graphics
driving, underage drinking, and overconsumption. Tapping into
module to train employees on what it means to drink and serve
The Brown- Forman RESPONSIBILIT Y LIVE graphics (RESP LIVE) is innovative and modern, reflec ting our commitment to be a world-wide
leader in alcohol responsibilit y. Our event ’s visual elements — logo, t ypography, color palet te, are the building blocks for consistent,
the popularity of social media, employees participated via text
alcohol responsibly. We will introduce an updated version with
ef fec tive communication for invitations, video and media produc tion, presentations and other visual communication applications.
messaging, displayed on stage in real time.
our latest policies, practices, and programs in 2014.
The event was a success, with 94% of attendees saying that
theyGraphic
“found it worthwhile.” We will take a customized version of
Core
Responsibility
LIVE to Poland in 2013.
The primar y lockup

• Launching a new global training for managers on how to spot
signs of workplace alcohol abuse or dependency and how best
to intervene and seek help when necessary.

consists of the
RESPONSIBILIT Y LIVE
signature and the
BRING IT voice bubble

• Supporting SPIRIT, the non-drinkers Employee Resource Group
(ERG), as they continue to foster an environment where all
employees feel welcome as contributing members of the
organization, regardless of the choice of whether or not to
drink beverage alcohol.

RESPONSIBILITYLIVE

• Staging employee awareness events for Alcohol Awareness
Month in April 2013. Activities included a live forum with
Dr. Tony Wolf of The Century Council’s National Advisory Board
who advised employees on how to talk to their children about
alcohol. We also created a partnership video with The Healing
Place, an innovative addiction recovery center in Louisville that
Brown-Forman funds.
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Typography
The primar y t ypeface that
should be used for materials
relating to RESPONSIBILIT Y LIVE
graphics is Helvetica Neue. In
instances where Helvetica Neue
is not available, then C ALIBRI is
the acceptable alternative.
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for subheads and
body copy is MINION
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Responsible Fan Behavior
Sports events offer an important avenue to influence consumer
behavior and cultural norms when consuming alcohol. Since
2009, we have been the official designated driver sponsors of the
Los Angeles Angels Major League Baseball team. In 2011 we
took on the same role, along with Miller/Coors, for the National
Hockey League’s Anaheim Ducks. Our efforts include free game
day non-alcohol drinks and sweepstakes for fans who pledge to be
designated drivers. The efforts have made a strong impact, as the
number of designated driver pledges made in the 2011-2012 season
rose by 11% for Angels fans and by 37% among Ducks fans.
In November 2011, we became the first spirits company to join
TEAM (Techniques for Effective Alcohol Management) Coalition,
which runs designated driver and responsible fan behavior programs
at stadiums around the country. This allows us to broaden our
reach through an alliance with sports teams, entertainment facilities,
beer companies, broadcasters, and government road safety agencies.

For example, with TEAM Coalition and Budweiser, el Jimador
launched the Cascadia Responsibility Challenge (CRC) competition
among three Major League Soccer clubs: the Portland Timbers,
Seattle Sounders and Vancouver Whitecaps. The clubs earned points
when their supporters made Responsible Fan Pledges, signed up for
the Designated Driver Program, or submitted Facebook "Likes"
for CRC messages.
In 2012, we also transitioned our TURF (Tailgaters Urging
Responsibility & Fun) pilot program to TEAM Coalition and its
members. Tailgating – picnicking in stadium parking lots before
games begin – is a popular tradition in the United States. The new
program is designed to gather support from teams, leagues, fans,
and the beverage alcohol industry to encourage responsible
tailgating and curb unsportsmanlike conduct outside the game.
During a pilot test with the Miami Dolphins, TEAM Coalition
created a customizable code of conduct card for tailgating fans
as well as public service messaging and parking lot signage that
we are urging other teams and leagues to adopt. TURF is now
available for any TEAM Coalition league or team members to
implement. We connected with almost 40,000 tailgaters with
Responsible Tailgating information and communicated the
tailgate treaty.

Jack Daniel’s &
the Zac Brown Band
In 2011, Jack Daniel’s teamed up with the Zac Brown Band
and BeMyDD to offer customers free designated driver rides
to concerts. During the six-month experiment, participants
registered online for the Jack Daniel’s Drinking School,
watched three videos regarding responsible alcohol use and
driving, and committed to being a designated driver at a future
Zac Brown Band show. In return they earned a free ride.
Nearly 3,000 people pledged to become a designated driver,
but turning this interest into use of the designated driver
service remains a challenge, with only 426 participants
signing up for BeMyDD.
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STRENGTHENING MARKETING CODES OF PRACTICE
We are well aware that marketing responsibly and abiding by strong
codes of practice are essential to our reputation and credibility
in the alcohol responsibility arena. That’s why we follow strict,
self-imposed codes of conduct on marketing, including the content
and placement of our advertising through print, broadcast, digital,
and other forms of media.
We deploy a user-friendly format – “B-F Marketing Dos and
Don’ts” – to help our employees understand and apply our
marketing code of conduct in real-world situations. Since 1999,
we have followed the Brown-Forman Marketing, Advertising,
and Promotional Policy, which mirrors all the provisions in the
industry-wide DISCUS and Wine Institute Codes and goes above
and beyond them on key issues of concern. For several years we
have independently taken an additional step in planning our U.S.
media placements to deliver total cumulative impressions by
brand and by media of at least 80% legal drinking age audience.
See our Media Impressions chart for performance details.
Responsible Marketing Pact
In 2012, we formed the Responsible Marketing Pact with seven
other major beverage alcohol manufacturers and marketers for
responsible advertising and marketing in the European Union and
the U.S. Industry efforts to meet these standards will be independently monitored and publicly reported. The standards intend to:
•• Prevent minors from inadvertently seeing beverage alcohol
marketing communications on social media. This will
include common standards for effective age-controls,
Facebook-sponsored stories, user-generated content,
and sharing (or forwarding) functionality, among others.
•• Implement a common standard for beverage alcohol
marketing communications across all media, under which
advertisements may only be placed in outlets where at least
70% of the audience is reasonably expected to be above
the legal purchase age.
•• Prohibit any beverage alcohol marketing communications
that might be particularly attractive to minors by ensuring
that advertising content appeals primarily to adults.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Bubbling over with responsibility
Korbel California Champagne brand ran a successful New Year’s
Eve program with BeMyDD in 2012 with 200 employees and
customers signing up, tempted by the prospect of winning a
$500 gas card. Additionally, as a sponsor of the March 2013
Toshiba Classic golf event at Newport Beach Country Club in
California, Korbel invited attendees to use BeMyDD.com for
a safe ride home by offering a discount.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Looking ahead, Brown-Forman will maintain a strong
commitment to self-regulation, responsible marketing and
advertising, as well as to the marketing of responsible drinking
behaviors. We will seek to deploy our employees’ talents
to market responsible behavior with the same reach and energy
they put into promoting our brands.
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INFORMING CONSUMERS and RESPONSIBLE
PRODUCT INNOVATION
The way in which alcoholic beverages are developed and presented
to consumers ties our business directly to our commitment to
responsibility. We believe that our stakeholders welcome and
reward producers that promote responsible drinking behavior and
avoid developing products that may appeal to underage drinkers.
This has been our approach for decades.
Several popular consumer trends with regard to beverage
alcohol raise considerable responsibility issues, particularly
around how the products are marketed, packaged, named, and
advertised. These trends include flavored spirits, ready-to-drinks
(RTDs), and beverage alcohol mixed with energy drinks.
Brown-Forman seeks a presence in both the flavored spirits
and RTD markets to maintain consumer relevance and competitiveness, but we do so under internal scrutiny and self-imposed
conditions.
Flavored spirits
We assess all new flavors and their presentation early in their
development to avoid pursuing products with a primary appeal to
those under the legal drinking age. If we find that certain flavors,
or their packaging and marketing, raise a red flag on this count,
we will either make changes to or abandon the product, including
flavors with brand names that are marketed predominantly to youth
(e.g., cereals, candy) and certain specific flavors that have strong
associations with youth (e.g., bubble gum, cotton candy, PB&J).
We have rejected both flavors and names of flavors during
development for responsibility reasons.
Stronger leadership across the industry is needed on this
issue. Brown-Forman believes some alcohol beverage suppliers
have “crossed the line” of responsible marketing by using
flavor types and beverage names with clear potential appeal to
underage drinkers. Such practices reflect badly on the industry
as a whole and we are working to strengthen self-regulation of
this critical issue among our peer companies with industry bodies
such as the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States.

Energy drinks
Energy drinks contain caffeine along with other ingredients
such as amino acids (taurine), B vitamins, and herbal stimulants
(guarana, ginseng). They are typically more caffeinated than standard
cola brands, including the cola used in some of our RTDs, often
containing three to four times the level of caffeine in the same
serving size. Concerns about mixing beverage alcohol and energy
drinks include:
•• Some evidence that the effects of intoxication can be masked
when consuming beverage alcohol mixed with energy drinks.
This masking effect may increase the likelihood of impaired
reaction, poor decision-making, risky behavior, and harmful
consequences.
•• Pre-packaged RTD products combining beverage alcohol
and energy drinks risk appealing to individuals under the
legal drinking age.
Brown-Forman does not produce any pre-packaged products
that contain nutrients or additives that are marketed and promoted
as delivering energy benefits through consumption. However, the
market reality is that bartenders and consumers commonly mix
energy drinks with beverage alcohol.
Brown-Forman believes a responsible approach should be
taken in marketing, advertising, or promoting our brands to
be consumed with energy drinks as a mixer. We require that
marketing, advertising, promotional materials, or activities related
to energy drinks and our brands, including the names of cocktails
or descriptions on drink menus, must not explicitly state or suggest
that consumers will boost their energy levels or be able to drink
more, drink longer, or with reduced effect. They must also contain
a prominent responsible consumption message.

Friends of Jack Daniel's stop by the brand's BBQ tent at the
Houston Rodeo.
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RODEOS &
RESPONSIBILITY
The annual Houston Rodeo is the world’s largest
livestock show and rodeo, attended by 2.2 million
people in 2012. Jack Daniel’s played its part in
helping to ensure attendees got home safely by
sponsoring public service announcements about
responsible drinking in local radio markets.
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Ready-to-Drinks
Ready-to-Drinks, or RTDs, are pre-packaged, pre-measured,
and pre-mixed alcoholic beverages. They can be based on spirits,
wine, or beer, largely depending on national laws, regulations,
and taxation systems. Some RTDs are also known as flavored
malt beverages (FMBs) or flavored alcohol beverages (FABs).
Brown-Forman’s offerings in the RTD department include
Jack Daniel’s Country Cocktails in the U.S., el Jimador New Mix
in Mexico, and Jack & Cola beverages sold widely in Europe,
Australia, and other countries.
The often sweet taste of RTDs, combined with attractive
packaging, has in the past led critics to charge that the drinks are
appealing to underage youth — as well as young drinkers of a legal
age who may consume them in excess. There is also concern that
in certain markets RTD alcohol content has increased in recent
years, and/or that retailers have placed RTDs close to items
popular with underage youth, such as candy and soda.
For beverage alcohol producers, RTDs are another way of
marketing good-tasting, high-quality beverages — with the added
convenience and appeal of pre-measuring, pre-mixing, and prepackaging. We believe that RTDs are a way to ensure consumers
receive a measured amount of beverage alcohol, and can actually
promote responsible consumption. (See page 10 for our position
on RTDs in Australia).

Brown-Forman’s position on RTDs is to support and encourage:
•• Alcohol producers making and selling RTDs in the most
responsible manner possible.
•• Conspicuous labeling of RTDs under all circumstances, in
all markets – clearly signaling they are made with alcohol.
•• The establishment of distributor and retailer guidance and recommendations for product placement and shelf management.
•• Through continued self-regulation, a strong commitment by
all beverage alcohol companies that they will market only to
people of legal drinking age in any given market.
•• Strong industry-based support and sponsorship of education
programs as well as public awareness campaigns about
the dangers of underage drinking, and the importance of
preventive action.
Read our position in full at www.ourthinkingaboutdrinking.com.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Our Thinking About Drinking: The Issues Forum
The misuse and abuse of alcohol involves complex and sometimes
controversial issues for individuals and societies around the world.
Many people or organizations agree on the issues but disagree on
the most effective solutions. Our Thinking About Drinking, BrownForman’s web-based Issues Forum, seeks to foster high-level dialogue
and debate on these important topics.
Launched in 2009, the Issues Forum shares our perspectives on critical alcohol-related issues and invites comments, opinions, and ideas
from anyone with an interest in informing the discussion. We also
invite insightful posts from experts such as public health practitioners
and researchers, and leaders of responsible retailing initiatives or
alcohol recovery programs.
While the site has attracted much positive feedback, its reach so far
has been limited. We have begun to market the site through search
engine optimization, and have added social media upgrades and new
content in an effort to attract a bigger and more global audience.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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ENLISTING RETAILER SUPPORT
Wine, beer, and spirits wholesalers and retailers are a vital part
of the global alcohol responsibility conversation. Retailers, in
particular, are the frontline for interacting with consumers at the
point-of-purchase or point-of-consumption. Recognizing this, we
would like to see more retailers actively promoting responsibility
and are seeking retail partners with significant consumer reach,
especially in the United States.
Retailer Partnerships
In 2011, we were invited to work with Total Wine & More (TW&M),
the largest U.S. independent wine and spirits retailer, to develop
an alcohol responsibility program for its customers. Over the 2012
holiday season, for example, Jack Daniel’s partnered with TW&M
and BeMyDD to provide designated driver offerings to TW&M
customers. A separate in-store pilot program, conducted with The
Century Council, encouraged customers to sign a pledge to drink
responsibly over the holidays.
Each program triggered not only strong employee and customer
interest but also a clear increase in product sales. Post-program
surveys conducted by BeMyDD revealed that shoppers look
favorably on retailers and brands that support responsibility
initiatives – including TW&M and Jack Daniel’s – and increased
their awareness of drunk driving prevention.

We look forward to working with all our retailers on similar
programs to achieve the same results – in the United States and
other markets. For example, plans are underway with Charmer
Sunbelt Group, our largest U.S. distributor, on a new initiative with
the Responsible Retailing Forum in Maryland and South Carolina.
This program will include identification checks for people purchasing alcohol through the use of mystery shoppers and positive
incentives for retailers, as well as communicating best practices
in preventing underage purchase. The intent is to raise awareness
and create a replicable community-based model that is effective.
Responsible Hospitality Institute (RHI)
The RHI helps cities throughout North America strengthen
the nightlife economy, and avoid problems that can result from
crime, fights, noise, litter, and drunk driving issues. RHI works
with public, private, and government agencies and organizations,
including beverage alcohol producers and retailers. Our work with
them has included sponsoring Sociable City Leadership Summits
in Delray Beach, Florida, and Montgomery County, Maryland, which
aim to educate members of the responsible hospitality community
on effective strategies to create a safe and vibrant nightlife.
We believe the RHI presents a promising model and look
forward to continuing our work with the organization.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Collaboration & responsible retailing
Brown-Forman believes that collaboration with customers is a critical
part of advancing our responsibility program. To help us improve
our efforts, in late 2012, Brown-Forman convened a dialogue with
stakeholders representing distributors, retailers, non-governmental
organizations, academia, and our own executive leadership.
Facilitated by the firm SustainAbility, the goal was to explore ways
in which we could collaborate with customers and other key partners
to positively influence consumer attitudes. Topics addressed
included: opportunities from and barriers to collaboration; the
business case; key elements of responsible retailing; and how
to generate greater impact.
We have been using the input from this and previous stakeholder
dialogues to inform our ongoing responsibility efforts.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Environmental
Sustainability
In 2010, we set out an Environmental Sustainability Roadmap
for 2020, which outlines how we will responsibly manage our
environmental footprint as we grow the company. We believe
that by managing the use of our resources, and engaging with
consumers, customers, employees, suppliers, and stakeholders
on these issues, we will enhance the value of our brands and
our company.

Since our last report, we’ve made progress against
our goals, engaged more robustly with our stakeholders, and importantly, improved our environmental
performance. But there is much more we want to do.
We’re learning from our progress so far, adjusting
our behaviors and identifying ways of expanding our
efforts and setting more ambitious goals.
Managing our resources
The roadmap encompasses our energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions, water use, waste, and the
packaging of our products. We set production-level
targets that contribute to our overall corporate goals,
giving our facilities the freedom to determine the
best way of meeting their targets.
Governance
Our Environmental Sustainability work is governed
collaboratively by the Environmental Performance and
Compliance Group and the Corporate Responsibility
group, with leadership oversight by our Chief Production Officer and our Vice Chairman.
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Energy and Greenhouse Gases
We’ve set a ten-year goal of reducing the energy we
consume per unit of product by 30% by the year 2020.
To achieve this, we are focusing our efforts on creating
efficiencies in the production of our spirits and wine,
which accounts for most of our energy consumption.
This year, we implemented energy efficiency projects
at Brown-Forman Distillery in Louisville and at Canadian
Mist in Collingwood, Ontario. We’re also in the
process of building a new Sonoma-Cutrer warehouse
in California, which will be Leadership in Energy
& Environmental Design (LEED) certified (see case
study on page 44).
As our business has grown globally, emissions
from travel and transportation have inevitably
increased. We’ve been working with our suppliers to
reduce emissions from our fleet (see case study on
page 42). We also consider where production takes
place as a way of reducing our transport emissions.
For example, Jack Daniel’s is experiencing significant
savings after moving their fill room from one part of
Lynchburg to another (see case study on page 36).

PROGRESS AGAINST

2020 ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
In 2010, we set the following ten-year goals for our business, using 2009 as our baseline year.

Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) & energy
Through improvements in processes, building energy
efficiencies, and changes to the fuels we use in our
distilleries, we’ve exceeded our GHG emissions and
energy efficiency targets, all while we have grown our
business. Over the next two years, we will re-evaluate
our GHG and energy goals and publish new 2020 goals
in our next report.

decrease in GHG
per unit of product

decrease in energy consumed
per unit of product

Goal Progress

Goal Progress

30%

30%

48%

36%

wastewater

waste

We have made improvements in our wastewater discharges,
with more work to be done as we address water supply risk
at some of our facilities.

Our waste target continues to present challenges as we struggle
to get accurate data on how much material is disposed of in
landfills. We have completed waste stream identification exercises
at several facilities, and made changes to waste hauling services
to improve recycling and reduce waste to landfill at Canadian
Mist and Woodford Reserve Distillery. We continue to work on
identifying recycle streams at each of our facilities, and partnering
with local organizations that can help us meet our target.*

decrease in wastewater
generated per unit of product
Goal Progress

waste sent to landfill
from our facilities

30% 25%

*

Goal

0

Calculations still in progress
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LIFECYCLE ANALYSIS of
JACK DANIEL’S & FINLANDIA
Farmed crops, glass, electricity, and shipping make up
most of the environmental footprint of our Jack Daniel’s
and Finlandia brands. The biggest opportunities for both
brands to reduce impacts are in more efficient logistics,
reducing glass packaging, and improving energy efficiency
of production operations.
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These were the findings of a comprehensive lifecycle analysis
of the brands. Jack Daniel’s has also started making changes
and has moved the barrel fill room closer to the location
of most of the warehouses in Lynchburg. This will mean
nearly 350,000 fewer truck trips between the distillery
and warehousing locations in 2014.

We participate annually in the CDP Index to report our greenhouse gas emissions and management approach. CDP works with
companies and investors to collect and measure environmental
sustainability data and encourage action towards a more sustainable
world. CDP has ranked us ‘Carbon Disclosure Leaders’ for the past
three years. In 2012 we further improved our ratings to 93 points,
a nine-point increase from the previous year, and improved our
performance score by one letter grade to a B.
Waste
Our goal is to send zero waste to landfill from our facilities by
2020. We set this goal based in part on our experience at Jack
Daniel’s, where 99% of our by-products are reused or recycled
and less than 1% of our waste is sent to a landfill.
To help us meet this goal, we’ve been improving measurements
of waste and recycling streams to provide us with better data,
conducting waste audits to search for opportunities to reuse waste
streams, and looking for more ways to engage our employees to
recycle.
We implemented a number of electronic waste collection days
at our Kentucky sites, including our Corporate Campus and the
Woodford Reserve Distillery. This has developed into an ongoing
collection at three sites. At Woodford Reserve, the initiative led to
a partnership with Woodford County Recycling, which has enabled
us to increase our recycling of paper, containers, and e-waste.
Please see the case studies below for further examples of how our
brands have been reducing waste.

Packaging
The packaging of our products, both primary (the bottle) and secondary (the case), is an integral element of the brand experience
and consumer perception. Often it can be challenging to minimize
the environmental impacts of our packaging while maintaining a
premium brand image. We’ve been working with our packaging
teams to review and strengthen our sustainable packaging policy
– both content and application – and to develop better metrics for
making comparisons between packaging design choices. These
include packaging efficiency, recycled content, distance material
traveled, and third-party certification. We will be rolling out our
updated guidelines and starting to use these new metrics in the
coming year. We’ll be communicating the principles of sustainable
packaging design and material selection to more of our employees,
and we plan to integrate sustainability reviews into the project
management process for all new and revised product packaging.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
REDUCING WASTE
To meet our ambitious goal of sending zero waste to landfill from
our facilities by 2020, we rely on our brands to help us identify
innovative ways of eliminating, reusing, or recycling waste.
At Casa Herradura, the team identified two new processes this year
to reduce waste in the production of New Mix drinks. By changing
the delivery of the largest concentrate flavor from 200 liter drums
to tanker trucks, the use of over 3,000 plastic drums a year was
eliminated. In addition, by narrowing the width of the shrink film
for the New Mix trays slightly, 13 tons of plastic a year have been
saved in the packaging process.

Brown-Forman’s Pinnacle Processing & Packaging was able to identify
a way to reuse the totes in which the glue for their labels is delivered.
Because a small amount of glue is inevitably left over in the bottom
of these plastic totes, they cannot be returned to the supplier, and in
the past were sent to landfill. We now have a partnership with Walker
Recycling, which uses the totes to collect used oil for recycling. Since
the glue has already dried in the bottom of the tote, it does not contaminate the used oil.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Agriculture
Our products are made from agricultural crops such as grain, grapes,
agave, and wood, so it makes sense for us to promote sustainable
agricultural practices. As a first step, we have focused on understanding our grain supply, and the sustainability initiatives some
of our suppliers have already implemented, by visiting our grain
suppliers to learn first-hand about their practices.
Through our partnership with Walmart, we are part of an effort
to look at ways of reducing nitrogen fertilizer on corn crops in the
supply chain. This would decrease GHG emissions and improve
water quality by reducing runoff into the water system. Pilot tests
by other partners in the project are currently underway to measure
and evaluate the efficiency of different ways of applying nitrogen.

Water
The quality of our products depends on the continued availability
of clean water, a key ingredient. We also use water during production
for cooling, washing, and irrigation. Our 2020 goal is to reduce
wastewater generated from these processes by 30% per unit.
We’ve identified three major wastewater discharge locations
within our operations, and are working to decrease the amount of
wastewater created at these sites. We’ve increased our water reuse
capability, which reduces fresh water usage in certain applications
(like cooling or pollution control) by replacing it with water reused
from another application.
We completed our second water risk assessment using the
Global Water Tool from the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, and conducted the Water Risk Filter from the World
Wildlife Fund for Nature, which has allowed us to identify our
operations and co-packers that are located in high-risk or waterstressed areas. We also engaged in a strategy session to assess
our water management performance, based on the Ceres Roadmap
for Sustainability and Carbon Disclosure Project Water Survey, and
are using the findings to continue to strengthen our water programs.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT TEAMS AT CANADIAN MIST
In late 2011, Canadian Mist leadership implemented a continuous
improvement process to help identify ways of improving business
and production processes at Canadian Mist’s distillery and warehouses. Employees were provided with training and assigned to a
team in order to investigate a specific business problem.
Three teams comprised of both salaried and hourly employees
were established to look at ways of reducing electricity use, freshwater use, and waste sent to landfill. Each team focused on one
of the three issues, and used a continuous improvement model to

identify areas for improvement, prioritize and implement projects,
and track performance. By March 2013, the energy efficiency
team implemented six process changes that are expected to
reduce electricity use at Canadian Mist by approximately 10%.
In total, around 30 employees volunteer their time to continuous
improvement, meeting approximately every two weeks. They are
highly motivated and rigorous in their approach – setting goals
within specific timeframes and documenting their progress on
an ongoing basis.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Hacienda San José del Refugio, birthplace
of Herradura Tequila and el Jimador.
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Tracking and reporting performance
To help track our performance more efficiently and effectively,
we’ve implemented a web-based performance metrics system
called Resource Advisor. This facilitates comparing performance
with historic data and allows more employees from across the
business to access and track the data. As a result, our production
sites have more information and resources as they work on meeting
their targets for energy, GHG emissions, water, and wastewater.
We conduct annual audits of all our sites, during which some of
our site environmental managers visit other facilities to learn and
share experiences. We also share information through monthly
environmental reports.
We want to make it easy for our external stakeholders to track
our performance, too, so we are continuing to provide greater
disclosure and transparency. For example, in 2012 we began
completing the CDP’s water survey (we’ve been completing the
climate change survey since 2008 and the supply chain survey since
2011), and providing greater disclosure of risk factors in our 10k
financial report.

Engaging with stakeholders
An important part of our roadmap is engaging more robustly
with our external stakeholders in order to learn from them, and
ensure that our targets and activities are in line with, or exceeding,
their expectations. Some of our notable stakeholder engagement
activities over the past two years (see feature box on page 41 for
others) include:
•• Continuing our partnership with Sam’s Club to identify the
key sustainability issues for the beverage alcohol industry.
As part of this program, an Adult Beverage Sustainability
Summit was held in Bentonville, Arkansas, in 2012 which
shared best practices and ideas for innovation around
energy, packaging, and efficient agricultural nutrient application. Brown- Forman received a Sustainability Innovation
Award from Sam’s Club in October 2012 for its sustainability leadership in the adult beverage category.
•• Continuing our partnership with Walmart to look at ways
of reducing nitrogen fertilizer in the agricultural (corn)
supply chain.

Including our supply chain
In the first two years of our roadmap, we focused our resources on
managing our direct impacts through production sites and other
activities that we own and control. Now that we are beginning to
make greater progress in those areas, we’re working to understand
how best to include and influence our supply chain.
As a first step, we’re meeting with our contract manufacturing
partners across the globe to educate them about our Sustainability
Roadmap and gain an understanding of where they are with their
sustainability programs. We’re also beginning to audit our nonowned production sites, and are integrating sustainability into
the audit. This year we audited two sites in the U.S., and have plans
to audit two international sites in 2013. The results of our initial
audits show that while all of our co-pack partners are working
to reduce their environmental impact in some way, there are
opportunities to improve, share best practices, and learn together
from joint projects.
We’re also integrating sustainability into the decision making
process for new potential contract manufacturing partners by
including environmental sustainability questions in the selection
checklist, and are in the process of developing sustainable
purchasing guidelines to use across our business.

We also wanted to engage more with other important
stakeholders – family shareholders, company leadership, and our
employees. We held a special session on environmental sustainability following our 2012 annual shareholders meeting, where we
invited three prominent environmental experts to speak to Brown
family members about critical sustainability issues and trends
and the business benefits of sustainability leadership. The panel
talked about energy, water, biodiversity, and waste, as well as other
environmental concerns, highlighting that these issues underpin,
and are intertwined with, the business. They also emphasized environmental sustainability as a source of innovation and competitive
advantage, and the growing interest of investors in these issues.
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Challenging ourselves to go further
We view our Sustainability Roadmap as a dynamic template that
will be continually re-evaluated to ensure that it continues to be
relevant and challenging over the ten years. As we work toward
our initial targets, and engage more robustly with our stakeholders, we seek to constantly learn and adjust both our level of ambition
and our approach. We intend to formally evaluate our goals and
progress in 2013 with the aim of challenging ourselves to set more
aggressive goals.
Our current targets look at our performance on a per-unit basis,
but as Brown-Forman continues to enjoy healthy growth, we realize
that we must also look at absolute targets. Meeting absolute goals
while growing our business will be challenging, but we know it’s
something we must do.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
LEARNING FROM OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Ceres

The Nature Conservancy of Kentucky

In May 2011, we became the first beverage alcohol company to
join Ceres, a leading network of investors, environmental groups,
and other public interest organizations working with companies
to tackle sustainability challenges such as global climate change
and water use. In early 2012, we held a two-day Ceres Stakeholder Dialogue, attended by senior Brown-Forman executives
and noted environmental sustainability stakeholders, to help
them gain a deeper understanding of the importance of this issue
for our company. See Corporate Responsibility at Brown-Forman
on page 7 for a complete overview of the session.

We’ve been a long-standing supporter of The Nature Conservancy
of Kentucky, and in 2012 became a founding member of the
organization’s new Corporate Sustainability Council. The Council
convenes Kentucky-based organizations interested in exchanging
ideas about how to better consider, incorporate, and value nature
in business decision-making and opportunities for partnership
in doing so.
In addition, we are planning to work with The Nature Conservancy
and our Council partner Lexmark on a Habitat Restoration Project
at our Woodford Reserve Distillery. The project will involve planting
native trees, shrubs, grasses, and wildflowers; removing invasive
species; and restoration of a creekside riparian buffer, a vegetated
area which helps shade and protect the stream; as well as providing educational information for visitors. By working directly with
The Nature Conservancy, we can gain a more formal understanding
of habitat conservation and restoration techniques and resulting
environmental and business benefits that can be applied to other
Brown-Forman facilities.

Beverage Industry Environmental Roundtable (BIER)
BIER is a global partnership of leading beverage companies
working together to drive continuous improvement in the
industry’s practices and performance in relation to environmental
sustainability. Over the past two years, we’ve participated in
the development of a water risk guidance document; annual
water use efficiency benchmarking; category modeling of GHG
emissions for spirits and wines; and the first annual energy
efficiency benchmarking. Our work with BIER allows us to learn
from the sustainability practices of other beverage companies,
and thus advance our own sustainability initiatives faster.

The 3% Solution
Brown-Forman is a sponsor member of The 3% Solution, a
collaboration between the CDP and the World Wildlife Fund,
to mobilize and guide leaders of American industry to reduce
carbon emissions in line with scientific targets. Our involvement
provides an opportunity to work with a diverse set of companies
from outside our industry, and gain additional perspective on
climate change strategy and the business benefits of greenhouse
gas reductions.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ADDRESSING OUR FLEET FOOTPRINT
Thanks to a partnership with our suppliers, we’ve been able to
make big improvements to the environmental performance of
our global company-provided vehicle fleet.
By down-sizing our vehicles from large SUVs to smaller vehicles,
which give better gas mileage and have lower maintenance
costs, we achieved a 7% reduction in Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions from our U.S.-based fleet between 2010 and 2012.

Another important element in reducing the emissions of our
fleet is driver education. We’ve been running a Driver Safety
Program for the past three years, which includes training on
fuel-efficient driving for our employees in Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand. In 2012, there were almost 400 participants,
and in 2013, we will expand the program to include our sales
drivers in the U.S. and Canada.

We are also participating in a four-year pilot program with a
supplier to include a fuel card tool within each of their vehicles
that tracks the fuel consumption and GHG emissions of each
model. We analyze the data to identify successes and areas
for improvement. In 2012, the CO2 emissions from our U.S.
fleet were down by 7.6% from the previous year, and we are
projected to make bigger reductions in 2013.
In Europe, we track the carbon dioxide (CO2) performance of
our fleet in each country, and with an upper limit of 160 g/km
of CO2 emissions set in 2008, the fleet average dropped eight
points to 155.9 g/km in 2012.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
THE BROWN-FORMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY FOUNDATION BECOMES DENDRIFUND
The Brown-Forman Environmental Sustainability Foundation was
established in 2011 following the sale of Fetzer Vineyards to
honor their environmental legacy, especially their “E3 Philosophy”
(Environment, Economics, Social Equity), which continues to
thrive within Brown-Forman. It is also a mechanism for the Brown
family and company to work together on environmental sustainability issues that matter to both.
The Foundation has now formalized its structure, including
establishing its mission to “Enrich life by advancing environmental
sustainability in our communities by leveraging the unique abilities and heritage of Brown-Forman and the Brown Family.”
In January 2013, the Foundation was branded as DendriFund.
Dendri is a neo-Latin term meaning a tree-like structure. The
name reflects the importance of the family tree in the Foundation
as well as the relevance of trees to our business. Over the coming
years, we hope to grow the funds available and find highly impactful, small, grassroots, and innovative environmental organizations
to support.

The four organizations receiving DendriFund’s inaugural
grants were:

The Land Institute
To initiate exploratory research into the long-term potential to
identify and develop a perennial corn that would be an extraordinary breakthrough environmentally, and economically.
www.landinstitute.org

The Kentucky Resources Council
To support the Council’s water-related advocacy work, which takes
on varied forms in response to the diverse threats against the
water supply/quality across the state, most notably in Eastern
Kentucky communities.
www.kyrc.org

American Forests
To add another element to a comprehensive program to raise
awareness, and protect and restore forests endangered by the
bark beetle. The grant will go toward the planting of new diseaseresistant seedlings and protecting adult disease-resistant trees.
www.americanforests.org

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
To aid the Community Science and Public Health Project, aimed
at providing water quality testing and monitoring to Eastern
Kentucky mining communities impacted by mountaintop removal.
www.kftc.org
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Finlandia Vodka Supporting Environmental Protection
Through two non-profit partnerships, Finlandia is helping to
protect water quality, an initiative that is inspired by the pure
glacial spring water that is used to make our vodka.

Oyster Recovery Partnership
Oysters are critical for the ecological health of the Chesapeake
Bay in Maryland. The crustaceans not only filter the bay’s waters,
but their reefs provide habitat for other important marine life.
Unfortunately, oyster reefs are one of the most endangered
habitats on the planet.
Finlandia Vodka supports the Oyster Recovery Partnership (ORP),
a non-profit organization that works to restore and protect the
oyster reefs in Chesapeake Bay. Between January 1 and April 30,
2013, a portion of proceeds from every bottle of Finlandia sold
in Maryland was donated to the ORP. We also worked with restaurants, bars, and retail stores throughout Maryland to donate
a portion of Finlandia drink sales to the ORP, and encouraged
local restaurants to participate in ORP’s Shell Recycling Alliance
which returns shells to the Bay – a necessary component in
oyster restoration.

In partnership with Reliable Churchill, the largest wine and spirits
distributor in Maryland, we created specialty displays, signs, and
point-of-sale merchandise in retail outlets and restaurants to raise
awareness of the ORP’s efforts.

Surfrider Foundation
With the Newport Beach, California, chapter of the Surfrider
Foundation, an activist network aiming to protect oceans and
beaches around the world, Finlandia has developed a campaign
to encourage consumers to take part in environmental protection
near the water. The campaign includes promotional materials
such as branded clothing and point-of-sale items, as well as local
support for beach clean-up parties. To raise awareness of the
organization and sponsorship, Finlandia featured 24 full-page
print advertisements with a reach of almost four million people.
Surfrider experienced an 18% increase in membership from the
previous year in its Newport Beach, Huntington Beach, and Laguna
Beach chapters, primarily as a result of the sponsorship. The
campaign also helped raise almost $27,000 for the Foundation.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Environmental Sustainability

CASE STUDIES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD
Australia

California, U.s.a.

Mexico

In June 2012, our Sydney office relocated
to a building with a NABERS rating of 4½
stars. NABERS is the national system that
measures the environmental performance
of Australian buildings with ratings from
one (considerable room for improvement)
to six (market-leading performance). Our
office is fitted with motion-sensitive timed
lighting zones, water reducing taps in the
bathrooms, recycling points throughout
the office, and we’ve removed under-desk
garbage bins, greatly reducing individual
waste. Our printers require an ID card to
be swiped, which has resulted in a significant reduction of paper usage.

We’ve been constructing a new SonomaCutrer Vineyard warehouse, Bodega II,
which is expected to be completed in
August 2013, ready for the autumn crush.
The building, almost 29,000 square feet,
will be LEED-certified and comprises the
following sustainable features:

Eco-teams were set up in 2009 and have
been very successful in engaging employees
on environmental issues. E-newsletters are
sent out regularly to inform about environmental issues, what the company is doing,
and what employees can do to help.

Our brand teams have been working
with agencies to reduce inner packaging
on ‘gift with purchase’ transport items.
Where these items had previously been
packed into inner bags and then individual
poly bags, these inner bags are now
grouped by 10 or 20 and then packaged
in one poly bag, resulting in a reduction
of internal packaging.

• A cool roof to help reduce solar
thermal infiltration.

• Solar panels to generate renewable
energy for the site; 34% of the building’s annual energy use is expected
to be produced in this way.
• Skylights to provide natural lighting.

• Rooftop air handlers to provide fresh
air to cool the building when possible.
• The overall building efficiency exceeds
the mandated energy performance
requirements by 40%.
• Concrete and asphalt from the site
development was reused in building,
and reinforcing steel was recycled.
In addition to the new warehouse, SonomaCutrer Vineyards conserves water by using
tertiary water for irrigation, sourced
onsite from its own wastewater treatment
operations or from the municipal tertiary
supply. In 2011 Sonoma-Cutrer Vineyards
also received certification for Fish Friendly
Farming®, a certification program for
agricultural properties that are managed
to restore fish and wildlife habitats and
improve water quality.
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Our Eco-team members are key in driving
Earth Day and World Water Day and the
Environmental Fair activities, as well as
other environmental initiatives. In 2012,
they decided to use our 2020 Sustainability
Roadmap to inspire their colleagues to
identify and implement environmental
improvements. Eco-team members collected and classified ideas and submitted
them to the Environment Area to select
the most viable ones, which will be
implemented in 2013-2014.
In November 2012, Brown-Forman Tequila
Mexico was awarded the Clean Industry
Certificate by PROFEPA, the main environmental authority in Mexico. The program
focuses on companies or facilities that
may generate significant adverse impacts
to the environment, but are using different
strategies to promote clean production
processes. The certificate endorses
that Casa Herradura meets all Mexican
environmental standards.

Our 2020 Sustainability Roadmap translated into Spanish.
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Employee
Relations
Along with our brands, our people are Brown-Forman’s greatest
assets. They are essential to our success as a company. That’s
why we focus on fostering strong relationships with all of our
employees globally, and providing a workplace where every
employee can perform at his or her best. Our employee
relations philosophy is straightforward and based on four
simple words: Join, Grow, Thrive, and Endure.

We aspire to be an organization that:
•• Attracts the very best talent to JOIN.
•• Enables people to GROW their careers
because of inspiring goals, candid feedback,
and meaningful rewards for a job well done.
•• Inspires employees to THRIVE, realizing
their fullest career, development, and
learning potential.
•• Recognizes that leaders emerge at all levels
and in every part of the organization, furthering
our ability to ENDURE for generations.
Rewards and Benefits
Brown-Forman strives to provide total pay and benefits
that are above the midpoint of our competitive benchmark companies around the world. We have a benefits
philosophy that ensures all employees, no matter where
they are located or how long they are at the company,
are guaranteed certain benefits such as paid time off,
medical benefits, a safety net for disability, and a mechanism for retirement savings. We regularly re-evaluate
our offerings to ensure we stay competitive. That’s why
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in 2012, for example, we designed and implemented
a more comprehensive retirement program for our
Mexico-based employees.
We reward performance and positive behaviors
through annual and long-term incentive programs, and
are increasingly providing aspirational benefits such
as Wellness points, which allows employees to collect
healthy lifestyle rewards. Please see the Employee
Wellness section of this report for further details about
our Global Wellness program, Live Well, launched
in 2012.
Our company-wide recognition program – That’s
the Spirit! – offers multiple award levels to acknowledge
everything from quiet successes to high-profile and
strategic projects. The program is designed around
the key behaviors of curiosity, courage, collaboration,
creativity, and championship of people, roles, and
brands that everyone at Brown-Forman is encouraged
to display. The Brown-Forman Milestone Recognition
Program celebrates employees’ dedicated service to
the company at their first and every fifth anniversary
of employment.

INVESTING IN
NEW TALENT
Over the last two years, we’ve stepped up our efforts for
recruiting new talent with a dedicated Global Talent
Acquisition function.
Because lack of a formal onboarding process can undermine
new employee engagement, effort, and intent to stay, BrownForman has launched a global best-in-class onboarding
initiative. This program provides a welcoming and enriching
experience that immerses new employees in the Brown-Forman
culture and provides organizational knowledge, connections,
training, and support to accelerate new employees’ education
and contribution. This includes a year-long workflow that
prompts our new recruits to complete certain tasks such

as watching a video message from our CEO, which better
orients new employees to the company, their team, and their
role. The program also provides a workflow for managers on
their role in welcoming a new employee.
As part of our onboarding experience, we arrange for new
employees globally to travel to our Louisville headquarters,
tour the campus and local production sites, then visit Jack
Daniel Distillery in Lynchburg, Tennessee – learning and
connecting to the company while having a unique and highly
valued experience. In 2012, approximately 240 employees
took part.
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Diversity and Inclusion
Over the last several years, we’ve been implementing an aggressive
strategy to encourage and increase diversity within Brown-Forman.
We believe that a diverse and inclusive environment is not only the
right thing to do, but is also good for our business and our brands.
In 2012, we published our first Diversity and Inclusion
Annual Report, which outlines our approach in detail.
(see www.brown-forman.com/diversity)

Over the past year, we’ve made progress in demographic
representation in the U.S. through improved recruitment practices,
and bettered our engagement scores among Asians by 11% and
African Americans by 7%, with 77% of our overall employee
population reporting they feel positively engaged. We equate
engagement to a consistent desire to be a part of the company, as
well as to speak positively about working here and make the extra
effort to contribute to business success. Engagement amongst
Latinos decreased slightly, but remained high at 83%; and our
score with the female population remained statistically unchanged
at 76%. In 2012, we also started tracking engagement scores with
our LGBT employees, and were encouraged with a score of 76%.
Outside the U.S., we’ve seen improvements in promotion rates
within minority groups. Brown-Forman has received recognition
for our efforts, including:
•• In 2013, the Human Rights Campaign awarded us a 100%
rating in their Corporate Equality Index for the third year
in a row. This makes us one of the “Best Places to Work for
LGBT equality” in the U.S.
•• We were included in Diversity Inc’s “25 Noteworthy Companies for 2013,” a list of companies considered to have the
potential to make the Top 50 Companies for Diversity in 2014.
Despite these strides, we know that we still have further to go
before we can say that we’re a truly diverse organization. We are
determined to keep our focus on diversity and expand our efforts.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
Our commitment to diversity includes our business partners.
By helping diverse suppliers to bid on goods and services, we
promote equality and improve our ability to produce the best
quality product while driving down costs, encouraging innovation
and efficiency, and strengthening communities.

SPIRIT
THE NON-DRINKERS EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUP OF BROWN-FORMAN

BOOMERS
THE BABY BOOMER EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUP OF BROWN-FORMAN

Our Employee Resource Groups. Not shown: BRAVE (Brown-Forman
Rallying All Veterans for Excellence) ERG.
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In 2012, we developed metrics that allow us to closely track the
number of diverse suppliers we hire, and set an aggressive goal to
source 16% of our procurement from minority- and women-owned
businesses by 2020. Over the last year we’ve increased our spending with these businesses in the U.S. from nearly $25 million to
more than $33 million which represents 5.2% of our total vendor
spend in FY2013, an increase from 4.3% in 2012.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
IN AUSTRALIA
Diversity and Inclusion have been points of emphasis at
Brown-Forman Australia over the past two years.
For example, we’ve been the drink sponsors for the Sydney
Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras, one of the biggest Pride events
in the world, which has meant active involvement in the
event by our brand and marketing teams.
We’ve started an employment program through the Disability
Employment Services (DES), a government program that

aims to provide employment opportunities to individuals
with disabilities. We have also provided training to all our
employees to help them understand and support our new
employees with disabilities.
The Employee Resource Group, GROW (“Growing Remarkable
and Outstanding Women”), has been hard at work in our
Australia office. Their efforts, combined with the promotion
of women to senior roles, are expected to play a positive
role in employee engagement.

Brown-Forman is the exclusive spirit partner of the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras.
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Employee Development
At Brown-Forman, we consistently invest in our employees’ learning
and development so that they can grow their careers with us. Over
the past two years, we’ve further strengthened our development
program through a number of initiatives, including:
•• Brand Building University (BBU) We’ve added new
classroom and online courses, Category and Brand knowledge
Podcasts, and Skillsoft ExecSummaries™ which provides
summaries of leading business books, to our flagship program.
We’re also making use of new technologies such as smartphone and tablet applications to offer training, and remote
response technology to make sessions more interactive.
•• Building Leaders And Strategic Thinkers (BLAST)
This program brings together a cross-functional team to
develop a solution to a real issue facing the company over
a period of three to six months.
•• Active Learning Connections A mentoring program
which allows employees to create learning groups and find
colleagues who can mentor them in their area of interest.
The program will be revised with a new initiative in 2014.
•• Talent Builder A program to improve manager capability
in conducting career management discussions. We also
added a 360-degree feedback system to our performance
management program.
•• Career Development We formed a Talent Council, which
has spent time developing a more transparent approach to
identifying and developing high potential leadership, and
introduced a career development portal which provides
resources such as assessments, recommended readings,
and career path stories.
•• Think and Drink Tavern Our board game and online
module, which help our employees understand what ‘please
drink responsibly’ means in practice, received positive feedback from 99% of our employees. We are in the process of
updating these to keep the content fresh and relevant.
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In addition to these discrete program offerings, a large part of
employee development is gained via day-to-day experiences and
interactions on the job. We provide a large amount of employee
development through cross-functional and cross-geographic moves,
and stretch assignments. In the past two years, 630 employees
have been promoted, with 60 transfers to various office locations.
One of our long-term objectives is to offer consistent development tools and opportunities globally, and we’ve made progress
in expanding our programs to our non-U.S. offices. For example,
in October 2011, we held our first BBU European Campus with
120 participants in Germany and 60 in London; and 19% of our
Career Smart program attendees in 2012 came from outside North
America, representing 10 countries.
Balancing regional priorities with consistency in learning
philosophy and content is a challenge, but by working with local
HR partners and business leaders, we’ve been able to support
local learning and development needs while maintaining corporate
standards. In addition to working with local vendors and instructors
to provide materials and offer training in native languages where
possible, we use Rosetta Stone and Country Navigator software
programs. In 2012, we provided training materials in 14 languages.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
In 2012, we conducted our second Employee Engagement Survey
with 83% of our global employees responding. This high response
rate alone shows that our employees are very engaged. BrownForman is a place where people want to work: employees speak
highly of the organization, want to be part of the company for
the long term, and work harder than expected to produce results.
Our overall positive engagement score was 77%, which places
our company in the selective ranks of Aon Hewitt’s Global
Best Employers.
In 2012, an additional engagement category emerged, called
People Focus. This is defined as the perception employees have
that “leaders and the organization demonstrate through actions,
policies, and communication that people are an important asset
and key reason for the organization's success.” Sixty-eight percent

of employees who completed this survey agree or strongly agree
that Brown-Forman has a strong People Focus.
The areas highlighted for improvement by the survey also remain
broadly similar to our previous survey: career opportunities
(knowing which career opportunities are available and believing
the most qualified person gets them), managing performance
(believing our processes for managing performance keeps us
focused on the most important work), and recognition (attention
and favorable notices that employees receive for the contributions
and accomplishments in their work).
We have been working hard to address these issues since the
2010 survey, and believe that new programs that are now being
implemented will help improve our future scores.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CONSISTENCY IN EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND BEHAVIOR
We want to find ways for all employees to have similar affinity
for, and understanding of, the company regardless of whether
they work in our company headquarters, on a production floor,
or in one of our global offices. This is why we’re expanding our
programs globally wherever we can, and translating many of
our corporate documents into our employees’ languages.
Our Code of Conduct was translated into 13 languages and sent
by email to each employee. The “Civil Treatment for Employees”
and “Civil Treatment for Managers” classes are for all U.S.
employees based on job type. Our “Think and Drink Tavern”
on alcohol-related responsibility issues is available in seven
languages and our “Responsible Data Handling” course is
available in 14 languages.
In July 2012, we set up our Employee Relations Committee,
comprised of our most senior HR, Legal, and Diversity representatives. This group deals with any concerns regarding unethical or
unprofessional behaviors that cannot be resolved at a local level.
The establishment of this committee, along with the re-communication of our policies and values, was intended to signal to our
employees that we take workplace ethics seriously. Our work
is starting to pay off – we improved our scores in the 2012
Employee Engagement survey for each of the following, compared
with our 2010 results:
• If I have an issue with being treated fairly in the workplace,
I am confident the organization will take appropriate action.
• I can report an instance of unethical conduct without fear of
retribution from anyone.
• I can report an instance of unprofessional or inappropriate
behavior and it will be dealt with fairly.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Health & Safety
Brown-Forman strives to provide a safe workplace and promote
a safety-conscious attitude. Our global ‘Spirit of Safety’ program
continues to improve safety throughout the company.
Employee Ownership
Our company’s leaders highlight the importance of safety through
consistent messaging and behaviors. We believe one of the key
factors responsible for the success of our safety program is that we
have enabled our employees to embrace safety. We work hard to
ensure our employees:
•• Recognize hazards.
•• Know how to respond when they see one.
•• Avoid taking safety risks.
•• Feel that they operate within a culture where
working safely is an inherent part of the job.
We view Job Risk Assessments as a critical tool in helping
employees understand the safety risks associated with their jobs
and the actions that need to be taken to reduce or eliminate those
risks. Depending upon the job, risk reduction involves engineering
modifications, the use of personal protective equipment, behavior
controls, or administrative measures such as training.
We conduct regular training events for our plant-floor employees
on topics such as injury avoidance and hazard recognition, as well
as topics required by regulation. To increase the effectiveness of the
training and give the participants ownership of the issues discussed,
we make it interactive. For example, we show images from our
plants and have the participants identify the potential hazards.

Each site has a designated safety leader. Annually, all of the
safety leaders from our locations worldwide participate in a Safety
Summit. The Summit provides training on relevant issues, as
well as an opportunity for problem-solving and the sharing of
best practices.
Process Improvements
We strive to provide the safest possible working environment for
our employees by removing risks and making safety guidelines
easy to understand and simple to follow.
For example, our new compliance self-assessment program
allows managers to monitor the key safety issues at their site and
identify and promptly resolve any problems. We’ve done this by
developing a straight-forward questionnaire that is accessed from
a tablet device to make completion easier. The result is that a
plant-floor safety issue can be noted in real time and the information
sent to the appropriate manager for immediate resolution. Our
goal is to make the self-assessment program even more effective
by customizing it for each site.
Because equipment standards vary globally, to achieve consistent company-wide standards, in 2012 we created our own machine
safety standard that all of our suppliers will be expected to meet.
Since all new equipment will now conform to these standards, we
have effectively eliminated all machine guarding issues for new
equipment purchases.
Compliance and Assurance
We expect our plants to be in compliance with all relevant regulations, to correct any irregularities found in safety audits, and to
ensure incidents do not reoccur. All of our manufacturing locations
are audited biennially by third-party certified safety consultants.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
SAFETY: It's IN YOUR HANDS
In June 2012, we launched a new safety campaign called ”Safety:
It’s In Your Hands,” to reduce the number of hand injuries.
Significant hand injuries can occur if safety precautions are not
followed when employees engage in activities such as rolling
barrels, operating the bottling line, and using machinery. The
campaign aimed to change the mind-set of employees and keep
them from taking unnecessary risks by constantly reminding
them of the dangers.
Before launching the campaign, we surveyed each site’s production
safety team members and asked for their suggestions. They offered
a number of original and impactful ideas, many of which were
built into the program. For example, two of our mill employees suggested we demonstrate how difficult it is to do everyday tasks with
an injured hand. So at our training day and in safety meetings, we
ask people to unbutton a shirt, tie a shoelace, and open a
candy bar without using their thumbs.

To keep the campaign fresh, new ideas are added each quarter.
Using a best practice idea from Casa Herradura’s safety team, we
asked all of our hourly employees to bring to work a photo of their
family or other loved ones who want them to keep safe. We asked
employees to sign a pledge to work safely for those who need them
to stay healthy.
A future campaign will feature video interviews with employees who
have suffered a hand injury explaining the impact the hand injury
has had on their lives. We hope this will help eliminate complacency and the “it won’t happen to me” mentality.
To demonstrate the importance of hand safety, we have etched
a reminder on every machine entry point and on a barrel head
at every site worldwide. At the end of each year, every site that
meets our zero hand injury goal will receive a plaque to place on
the SAFETY: IT’S IN YOUR HANDS barrel head.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Employee Wellness
To perform at their best, our employees, and their loved ones,
must be physically, mentally, and emotionally healthy. That’s why,
in March 2012, we launched a new wellness strategy, called Live
Well, with the vision of Building Healthier Families. Through
Live Well, we are seeking to:
•• Motivate, empower, and incentivize employees and their
family members to proactively manage their health and
well-being according to their unique needs, interests,
and abilities.
•• Establish a culture that supports, both in word and action,
all employees in their pursuits of holistic wellness.
•• Drive high levels of employee engagement, optimize organizational performance, and enrich the employee experience,
supporting personal and professional development.
•• Emphasize how moderate beverage alcohol consumption
can be part of a healthy lifestyle as well as fully support
the choice not to drink.
•• Control healthcare costs through a focus on high cost
conditions and a combination of prevention, education,
and intervention opportunities.
To help deliver these goals, we launched an enhanced wellness
website in the U.S. in February 2013. This features interactive
online learning programs, an online health assessment, tools to
track health conditions (including integrating claims data for
United Healthcare members) and a dynamic rewards tracking dial.
It also includes an incentive system for participation.
We asked Optum Health, which manages our wellness website,
to conduct site audits of several of our office locations in Louisville

to identify ways of developing supportive infrastructure and
marketing campaigns. As a result, we are working with our facilities
department to enhance office space, including piloting alternative
work stations such as treadmill desks, and improving signage to
encourage utilization of stairwells and distant parking spaces.
To drive awareness and uptake of our Live Well programs,
we used social media, including a Live Well Chatter group for
our salaried employees, and a Live Well Facebook group to reach
employees, spouses, partners, and hourly employees. We’ve also
identified Live Well Champions who will help cascade messages
and promote programs, events, and activities locally.
As a global employer with a diverse employee base, a challenge
is delivering a wellness program appropriate for all. Needs and
interests vary by location, culture, gender, and generation. This
is why we initially launched Live Well in the U.S. only, but we’ve
begun expanding the program to our international offices ahead of
schedule. In November, 2012, we launched Live Well in Germany
(see case study opposite), and in 2013 we will expand to France,
Italy, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Spain, U.K., and the Ukraine.
Our long-term aim is to evolve our focus from physical health
and wellbeing to holistic wellbeing, introducing programs and
challenges centered on social and community involvement, intellectual and professional development, as well as emotional and
financial health. To measure the effectiveness of our programs and
guide future program development, we’ve been gathering baseline
aggregate health data, such as Body Mass Index, blood pressure,
cholesterol, and glucose levels. We will provide an aggregate and
anonymous report on our progress, including a two-year comparison
of results, in the next Corporate Responsibility Report.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
LIVE WELL CHAMPIONS

LIVE WELL PROGRAMS

The passion of Live Well Champions such as Jan Paddock, based
in Florida, is key to inspiring and finding effective ways for our
employees to get involved. Jan organizes wellness challenges,
presentations at team meetings, and sends weekly emails with
wellness tips, inspiration, and reminders to the North America
Region East Division. For Go Red Day on February 1, which raises
awareness about Heart Disease in women, Jan uploaded a photo
of herself jogging four miles during her lunch hour in red running
gear. Jan says, “The concept is really close to my heart. I try to
stay active and really walk the walk of Live Well. My mantra is that
‘You can’t wait until you are old to figure out how to stay young.
You have to work at it!’”

New benefits in our Live Well program:
• Free annual biometric screenings.
• Personalized wellness coaching and condition management
programs.
• Rewarding participation in challenges focusing on exercise,
nutrition, and stress management.
• Online learning programs targeting common high-cost
conditions such as heart health and weight loss.
• Live Well Incentive Accounts, tax-free, Brown-Forman funded
spending accounts that eligible participants may use to help
offset medical costs. Incentives are earned by completing
pre-defined activities including biometric screenings, online
wellness programs, and an annual physical.
• Live Well nutritional guidelines, featured menu items, and
catering packages implemented in onsite dining facilities
at the Louisville campus.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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LIVE WELL IN
GERMANY
In November 2012, Live Well was launched in Germany, the first
country outside the U.S. to adopt the new strategy. We worked
closely with the local HR team to develop an approach that
would be embraced by our employees there. Some initiatives
so far include:

• “Healthy Day” in January 2013 featuring free onsite
biometric screenings, nutrition counseling, ergonomics
assessments, yoga, stretching, and aerobic classes.

• Online health assessments in February 2013, with
follow-up Wellness coaching available.
The program has been met with great enthusiasm and
extremely high participation rates – 82% of eligible employees
participated in the biometric screenings. Further activities
are planned for summer 2013 to help sustain the early
momentum that Live Well has enjoyed in Germany.

• Distribution of Live Well branded water bottles.
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Community
Involvement
As Brown-Forman continues to grow globally, the number of
communities in which we live, work, and operate has increased.
We remain committed to making a contribution to the growth
and stability of these communities through financial contributions and the involvement of our employees.

Global Giving
We continue to give within the overarching themes of
Corporate Responsibility and Community Development.
Since 2011, we have extended the reach of our giving
program to regional offices around the globe and our
production facilities outside Kentucky.
To help us ensure that our support is sensitive
to the local and cultural needs of each location, we
have provided our offices with tool-kits to help guide
their decision-making about the most relevant way
to give in their communities. Each office has a Civic
Engagement Committee to determine the best way
of allocating their budgets and contributing to their
communities, supported by the corporate Community
Relations team.
We continue our high-impact support for arts
and culture, educational, environmental, and social
organizations in Louisville, Kentucky, where our
company was founded and where we continue to be
headquartered. Our contributions to the arts in
Louisville and elsewhere is in part due to a desire to
create an attractive place for current and potential
employees to live, work, and raise their families.
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In addition to our arts commitment, in 2012, we
launched the St. Francis, St. Stephens, and Nativity
Academy educational scholarships which give underprivileged students the chance to attend a local
independent school. We also give four annual YMCA
Black Achievers scholarships for college tuition.
We continue to support other educational institutions
by matching the contributions of our employees up
to $4,000 per employee per year.
In addition to our strategic giving, we think it’s
important to respond when unexpected events devastate communities. For example, in 2012, employees
volunteered to clean and rebuild the local community
when an EF4 tornado struck within 20 miles of our
headquarters in Kentucky. When Hurricane Sandy
hit America’s East Coast later that year, we made
a donation to the Hurricane Sandy Relief Fund to
help those displaced. In Australia, we donated to the
Queensland Flood Relief efforts in 2011 and the
Tasmania Fire Relief Efforts in 2013. In 2013, we
donated to One Fund Boston following the marathon
bombing, and to the Red Cross following a fertilizer
plant explosion in West, Texas.

Employee Involvement
Our employees have always been an important part of our efforts
to build stronger communities. Many volunteer and contribute
to help communities near and far from their homes. Employees
typically do this by serving on the Boards of organizations, or by
sharing their expertise and skills through traditional volunteering
opportunities.
Over the last few years, we are proud to say that we have seen
our employees boost their donations to collection drives in support
of local organizations, including:
•• Shoes for WaterStep, an organization that sells donated
shoes to fund safe drinking water projects across the world.
•• School backpacks and supplies for local community
centers and organizations, as well as summer school
supplies to benefit economically-disadvantaged areas
of Louisville, Kentucky.
•• Toiletries for an ElderCare Senior Center, and The Healing
Place, a homeless shelter and long-term addiction recovery
center.
•• Cell phones for The Center for Women and Families, which
helps survivors of domestic violence or sexual abuse. The
Center reprograms the phones to make emergency calls.

In 2012, over 850 employees volunteered approximately 16,500
hours, including 125 employees sitting on 160 non-profit boards.
Board experience benefits both the non-profit organization and our
employees, who gain valuable management experience.
We often come across organizations which need one-off
skill-based volunteering and we’ve been able to successfully match
them with our skilled employees. For example, our Design department recently redesigned a store front for Junior Achievement, an
educational non-profit organization, and a team from the maintenance department helped patch and ready the walls of a Louisville
ElderCare facility for painting.
Three times a month, our employees have the opportunity to
support a designated non-profit by donating dollars to wear jeans to
work. This employee-driven initiative raises approximately $10,000
a year for local organizations, and allows employees to show support
and raise awareness for causes they personally support.
Building strong and lasting relationships
We believe in forming relationships with community organizations
in order to best understand and serve their needs. We not only
write checks, we consult with organizations about the areas of
highest concern and demand in their communities, and the ways
in which we can make the most impact. In Louisville, we host
quarterly community lunches with non-profit leaders and BrownForman employees as a way of getting to know each other.

GIVING & VOLUNTEERING ACROSS THE GLOBE

World’s First Non-Profit
Bar in Australia
Have a drink for charity. This is the idea behind a new
Australian bar, sponsored in part by Brown-Forman, that
gives its profits to good causes in the developing world.
Called Shebeen, the bar in the café district of Melbourne
was the idea of a former aid worker in Africa. Shebeen stocks
drinks from 11 countries that benefit from the bar’s profits,
such as wine from South Africa and beer from Ethiopia.
Brown-Forman contributed to the working capital to establish
the bar and donated stocks of Finlandia vodka and el Jimador
tequila. The owners are planning to open more Shebeens
and boost their giving. An idea worthy of a drink, or two.
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GIVING & VOLUNTEERING ACROSS THE GLOBE

Earth Day activities around the world
Since 2009 our employees have been taking part in environmental
activities to support Earth Day. As an international event, it’s a
great way of showing our employees that they are part of an
organization that is committed to environmental sustainability
issues across the globe. Each year on Earth Day, teams of
employees in different countries take part in environmental
improvement projects in their communities, and encourage
recycling programs at their offices.
In Louisville, some of our employees cleaned up a local river
shore, and beautified a metro park by clearing walking trails
and laying mulch.
Members from our Atlanta office volunteered at the Chattahoochee
Nature Center, helping to set up for their annual Spring Festival.
In Mexico, our employees helped with the annual maintenance of
trees planted the previous year at a Nayarit Agricultural Base. We
also held “Rock for the Earth,” a concert in the main square of
Amatitán, to raise awareness of environmental issues with local
people, particularly Amatitán’s high school students.

Employees help spruce up Elliott Park in Louisville, Kentucky.

Our German employees organized a program of events for the
day, and collected donations for “My Tree – My City” to plant more
greenery in the city of Hamburg.

Helping orphaned children in Cambodia
Although the Kingdom of Cambodia is rich in natural resources,
decades of war and internal conflict have left it one of the world's
poorest countries. Many children are affected by AIDS, malnutrition, a lack of education, and unhygienic facilities.
New Hope for Orphans (NHO) is a local organization which cares
for and educates children in orphanage homes with the aim of
integrating them into Khmer society. Brown-Forman supports
NHO with regular donations, as well as through volunteering by
our Asia Pacific employees.
In 2012, we provided sponsorship to NHO to fund and furnish
a library and computer classroom at a children’s home in
Battambang province.

A photo plaque of late Chairman and CEO Owsley Brown II
is featured at the New Hope for Orphans Learning Centre in
Battambang, Cambodia.

Our employees volunteered more than 300 hours to help build the
classroom and library. We are providing ongoing support in the
form of teaching English and computer classes, providing free
medical check-ups, and supporting them in establishing a supply
of clean drinking water, a vegetable garden, and a chicken, fish,
and frog farm.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Sharing time & talents in London

Supporting the community in Amatitán, Mexico

Our London office is located in the Borough of Westminster, which
includes some areas of extreme deprivation. We’ve partnered with
Time and Talents for Westminster to match our employees with
meaningful, skill-based volunteering opportunities.

As the main employer in the town of Amatitán, Mexico, we feel
we have a duty to make a contribution to the community. We
supported a number of projects in 2012, both financially and
through employee volunteering. Projects included:

In 2012, over 100 Brown-Forman employees volunteered their
time to activities, including:

• Providing essential infrastructure and facilities for construction
at two local elementary schools. Work ranged from installing
water tanks and toilets to painting classrooms and providing
outdoor seating.

• Running a marketing skills workshop for a number of charities
and community organizations. This workshop was so successful
that it will be repeated in 2013 to benefit ten more charities.
• Mentoring unemployed people and running employability
workshops for young people with complex needs.
• Committing to long-term support by sitting on the board of
trustees of five local charities.
• One-off team activities such as repairing and painting a school
playground and helping at events for underprivileged children
and isolated older people.

• Making a $130,000 donation to Red Cross Mexico to purchase
an ambulance and construct a medical clinic.
• Funding team uniforms, marching band equipment, and repairs
at the practice ground of a youth soccer team.
• Supporting a Handicapped Children’s School, an addiction
recovery program for young people, and a shelter for battered
women and their children.
In addition, our employees in Louisville volunteer with Supplies
Over Seas, an organization which donates medical supplies and
equipment to countries in need, including Mexico. A group of our
employees volunteer monthly to sort and pack the equipment in
our warehouse. Through this partnership, a much needed shipment
of medical supplies, valued at $250,000, was able to reach the
medical clinic at Amatitán.

Supporting Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity builds affordable housing for families. From
July to December 2012, 250 of our corporate office employees
spent 1,500 hours renovating a house near our corporate headquarters in Louisville. As well as providing all of the volunteers for
the project, Brown-Forman also donated financially to the project.
In addition, several other Brown-Forman office locations support
Habitat for Humanity on an annual basis.

Brown-Forman employees volunteer
with Habitat for Humanity to restore a
house in Louisville, Kentucky.
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OUR BRANDS
IN THE COMMUNITY
Our brands partner with many non-profits to provide
donations and sponsorships.

Little Black Dress
Little Black Dress Vodka has a continuing relationship with
Dress for Success, a non-profit organization that provides job
interview clothing, confidence boosts, and career development
to low-income women. The brand made an initial donation of
$35,000 to Dress For Success Worldwide, and additionally
donated $30,000 which was divided between 15 local Dress
for Success affiliate events in key markets as part of the
“15 Cities, 15 Celebrations” program. More than 5,000
women attended the events across the country.
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Jack Daniel's
Jack Daniel’s has been supporting the National Multiple
Sclerosis (MS) Society and their “Jack and Back” bicycle
event since the early 2000s. In addition to sponsoring a team
of Brown-Forman riders, we provide volunteers and water
stations at the event, as well as a celebration at the distillery.
In 2013, this support will be extended to include a similar
event with Woodford Reserve.
Over the 2012/2013 holidays in the U.S., Jack Daniel’s donated
$100,000 to “Operation Ride Home,” which provided financial
means for armed service members to visit their families over
the holidays.

This report contains statements, estimates, and projections that are "forward-looking statements" as defined under U.S. federal securities laws. Words
such as “aim,” “anticipate,” “aspire,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “envision,” “estimate,” “expect,” “expectation,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,”
“potential,” “project,” “pursue,” “see,” “will,” “will continue,” and similar words identify forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date
we make them. Except as required by law, we do not intend to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information,
future events, or otherwise. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors (many beyond our control) that
could cause our actual results to differ materially from our historical experience or from our current expectations or projections. These risks and other
factors include, but are not limited to:
•• Unfavorable global or regional economic conditions, and related low
consumer confidence, high unemployment, weak credit or capital
markets, sovereign debt defaults, sequestrations, austerity measures,
higher interest rates, political instability, higher inflation, deflation,
lower returns on pension assets, or lower discount rates for pension
obligations
•• Risks associated with being a U.S.-based company with global operations,
including political or civil unrest; local labor policies and conditions;
protectionist trade policies; compliance with local trade practices and other
regulations, including anti-corruption laws; terrorism; and health pandemics
•• Fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates
•• Changes in laws, regulations or policies – especially those that affect the
production, importation, marketing, sale or consumption of our beverage
alcohol products
•• Tax rate changes (including excise, sales, VAT, tariffs, duties, corporate,
individual income, dividends, capital gains) or changes in related
reserves, changes in tax rules (e.g., LIFO, foreign income deferral, U.S.
manufacturing and other deductions) or accounting standards, and the
unpredictability and suddenness with which they can occur
•• Dependence upon the continued growth of the Jack Daniel’s family
of brands
•• Changes in consumer preferences, consumption or purchase patterns –
particularly away from brown spirits, our premium products, or spirits
generally, and our ability to anticipate and react to them; decline in the
social acceptability of beverage alcohol products in significant markets;
bar, restaurant, travel or other on-premise declines
•• Production facility, aging warehouse or supply chain disruption;
imprecision in supply/demand forecasting
•• Higher costs, lower quality or unavailability of energy, input materials
or finished goods

•• Route-to-consumer changes that affect the timing of our sales,
temporarily disrupt the marketing or sale of our products, for result in
implementation-related or higher fixed costs
•• Inventory fluctuations in our products by distributors, wholesalers,
or retailers
•• Competitors’ consolidation or other competitive activities, such as
pricing actions (including price reductions, promotions, discounting,
couponing or free goods), marketing, category expansion, product
introductions, entry or expansion in our geographic markets or
distribution networks
•• Risks associated with acquisitions, dispositions, business partnerships
or investments – such as acquisition integration, or termination
difficulties or costs, or impairment in recorded value
•• Insufficient protection of our intellectual property rights
•• Product counterfeiting, tampering, or recall, or product quality issues
•• Significant legal disputes and proceedings; government investigations
(particularly of industry or company business, trade or marketing
practices)
•• Failure or breach of key information technology systems
•• Negative publicity related to our company, brands, marketing,
personnel, operations, business performance or prospects
•• Business disruption, decline or costs related to organizational changes,
reductions in workforce or other cost-cutting measures, or our failure to
attract or retain key executive or employee talent
•• For further information on these and other risks, please refer to the
“Risk Factors” section of our annual report on Form 10-K and quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC.

For information on Brown-Forman’s Corporate Responsibility efforts,
please write to Brown-Forman Corporation, Office of Corporate Responsibility,
850 Dixie Hwy., Louisville, KY, 40210, U.S.A. or via email at
Brown-Forman@b-f.com.
Based on an internal review, Brown-Forman determines this report to be
a C level application of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G3 Guidelines.
The G3.1 Profile Disclosures and Content Index can be found on our website
at www.brown-forman.com/responsibility.
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Economic Contribution
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Based on an internal review, Brown-Forman determines this report to be
a C level application of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G3 Guidelines.
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at www.brown-forman.com/responsibility.
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Charitable Contributions
TOTAL CASH
CONTRIBUTIONS8

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY TYPE9

Millions $
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Employees and Diversity
GLOBAL VOLUNTARY TURNOVER
8.4%

7.5%

6.7%

GLOBAL WORKFORCE18
JOB TYPE

% Male
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BOARD
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Full-time: 94%
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LOCATION

$ (millions) spent with minority- and women-owned
businesses (% of total procurement spend)

U.S.: 58%

Mexico: 17%

International: 25%

63

LEAD/SR. PROFESSIO
55
PROFESSIONALS

FY12

FY13

FY14

43

AGE

ENTRY-LEVEL/SR. ADM
Under 30: 15%

30-50: 63%

19

ADMINISTRATIVE (NON

SAFETY

10

Total incident rate
TIR17

Over 50: 23%

NON-EXEMPT

Fatalities

5.5

4.6
3.8

14

GENDER

HOURLY PRODUCTION
3.7

3.1

0

0

0

0

0

CY09

CY10

CY11

CY12

CY13

Male: 65%

Female: 35%

84

TEMPORARY/SEASON
38
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GENDER DIVERSITY BY LEVEL, U.S.18
% Male

RACIAL DIVERSITY BY LEVEL, U.S.18

% Female

%

BOARD
73

27

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
70

30

SENIOR MANAGERS/DIRECTORS
76

24

MANAGERS/DIRECTORS
63

37

LEAD/SR. PROFESSIONALS
55

45

PROFESSIONALS
43

57

White

Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

BOARD

100

0

0

0

0

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

100

0

0

0

0

87

3.4

6.2

1.4

2.1

MANAGERS/DIRECTORS

87.2

4.9

4.7

2.7

0.5

LEAD/SR. PROFESSIONALS

86.5

3.1

4.9

4.0

1.3

PROFESSIONALS

83.1

8.7

5.9

1.2

1.2

ENTRY-LEVEL/SR. ADMINISTRATIVE

83.9

9.8

4.0

1.1

1.1

ADMINISTRATIVE (NON-EXEMPT)

87.1

9.7

0

0

3.2

NON-EXEMPT

86.4

13.6

0

0

0

HOURLY PRODUCTION

81.6

11.7

6.6

0

0.1

TEMPORARY/SEASONAL

73.7

8.4

6.6

3.0

8.4

Female

White

Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

SENIOR MANAGERS/DIRECTORS

ENTRY-LEVEL/SR. ADMINISTRATIVE
19

81

ADMINISTRATIVE (NON-EXEMPT)
10

90

JOB CATEGORY, U.S.18

NON-EXEMPT
14
HOURLY PRODUCTION
84

16

TEMPORARY/SEASONAL
38

% Male

86

62

CORPORATE, SALES & MARKETING

52

48

84.7

6.5

5.3

2.5

1.0

PRODUCTION

75

25

83.4

10.0

5.8

0.3

0.4

TEMPORARY / SEASONAL

38

62

73.7

8.4

6.6

3.0

8.4

TOTAL COMPANY

64

36

83.3

8.6

5.7

1.3

1.2
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Unless otherwise noted, data are for our fiscal year 2014, which ended April 30,
2014. Financial data is shown in U.S. dollars.
We create economic value for stakeholders, including shareholders and employees around the world. We also donate funds and time to the communities where
we live, work, and do business, and generate revenue for our lenders and for
governments through taxes. This chart illustrates the estimated percent of total
cash distributed by stakeholder group in fiscal 2014. Numbers may not add to
100% due to rounding.
$100 invested on 4/30/09 in stock or index, including reinvestment of dividends.
Unless otherwise noted, all Environmental data is reported on a Calendar
Year basis.
More detailed reports of Brown-Forman’s verified greenhouse gas inventories,
from 2005-2013, are available at The Climate Registry’s website at www.theclimateregistry.org/public-reports/. At the time of publishing this report, the 2013
GHG emissions are undergoing verification. Direct emissions include use of fuel
for stationary and mobile uses, including coal, natural gas, and gasoline. Indirect
emissions include use of electricity. Optional emissions are emissions associated
with business travel. Percent change shown is from CY12 to CY13. While
facilities continued to implement emissions reductions projects, GHG emissions
increased due to significant production increases.
Other includes propane, gasoline, kerosene and fuel oil. Fuel oil use has significantly reduced since 2012 due to fuel switching, and is now incorporated into the
“other” category. Energy usage is determined from either direct metering or utility
invoices. Numbers may differ slightly from previous reports due to refining of data
management systems. While facilities continued to implement energy efficiency
projects and process improvements, significant production increases across our
operations resulted in increased energy use.

Water use includes production usage in the US, Canada and International owned
production operations. Data excludes field offices and vineyard irrigation use.
Water usage increased due to increased production. Previous year’s data has
been amended to reflect measurement discrepancies.
8
FY13 and FY14 contributions include improved tracking systems for capturing
brand and other cash contributions to non-profit organizations made outside the
corporate contributions budget.
9
Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding.
10
As reported by DISCUS.
11
As reported by The Portman Group and the Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA). Two complaints made to ASA. One was not upheld. One was determined
to have no case to answer.
12
As reported by Deutscher Werberat (German Advertising Council).
13
As reported by the Alcohol Beverage Advertising Code (ABAC).
14
As reported by the direccion general de carreteras. Fine imposed for billboard
placement in Barcelona.
15
As reported by the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and Drug Control. Complaint
was dropped by regulator after distributor response.
16
Our goal is to source 16% of all our procurement from minority- and women-owned businesses by 2020.
17
2012 and 2013 rate indicates any work-related accident involving global
production and Louisville Corporate Personnel. Prior years included only U.S.
production and Louisville Corporate Personnel. Data indicates any work-related
fatalities globally.
18
Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding.
7

